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NEPHILIM

& THE GIANTS OF OLD - Pt 4
~ IN SEARCH OF THE GARDEN OF EDEN & THE RIVER OF GOD
~ THE FALLEN ANGELS & THE ROLE OF MOUNT HERMON
~ BAAL WORSHIP, HUMAN SACRIFICE & CHRIST BUILDS HIS CHURCH
~ QUESTION EVERYTHING — WE’RE IN A GREAT SPIRITUAL BATTLE
~ ARCHAEOLOGY FURTHER CONFIRMS THE BIBLE & THE GIANTS

A FAITH MESSAGE BY LEN LINDSTORM
Now that we have traced the initial impact of devilish Nephilim Seed as it
hitchhiked a ride over on the Ark into the new world and we have seen the
start of its malignant spread through the sons of Ham — especially via Canaan
as it polluted his entire bloodline and lled the Land of Canaan chocker-block
full of giants — let’s pick up the rest of the story as we move on to the Tower
of Babel and the
Nephilim’s rst attempt
to establish a “NEW
WORLD ORDER” —
then the scattering of
humanity across the
regions of the world
with varying amounts of
Nephilim DNA en tote.
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This is a critical issue to understand which every true
believer should be keenly aware of especially being as it is
these exact same diabolical spirits of darkness who are
working hard through many of today’s world leaders to make
the NWO a reality in our day — a quest the devil and his
nefarious Nephilim spirits have had since day one.
And their goal has never changed — especially to subjugate
and enslave God’s people — and to literally denigrate,
decimate and destroy all of humanity — simply because all
of mankind has been made in God’s own image.
But to fully comprehend the enemy’s ultimate goal and to
fully appreciate God’s remedial and retaliatory response to
totally recover and to restore all that was lost — we need to
better understand how, why and where this all began — and
the answers shall surely shock many.

TRACING EARLY CIVILIZATION

especially now that we have begun tracking the
archaeological records and scienti c evidence of the
earliest civilizations and cities in the world — as well as
the oldest dated megalithic religious sites of astrology,
ritual sacri ce and pagan worship.

So before we get into the continuation of the spread of
early civilization and more on the rise of mankind’s
Nephilim counterparts we need to rst jump back yet
again for a moment — to the beginning of time when
God’s Voice was thundering out day after day with
creative power and purpose — “Let There Be…And
There Was!”

Which as we have seen by numerous recent discoveries
— all the oldest of these sites seem to be found far to
the northwest of Iraq in the remote upper regions of
Mesopotamia and spread across the top of the “Fertile
Crescent” in such places as Turkey, Armenia, Syria,
Lebanon and Israel.

As ever since I became a Christian there has always
been a nagging question in the back of my mind
whenever I would read the rst few chapters of Genesis
dealing with the creation account and the “GARDEN OF
EDEN” — and I have always wondered why so many
believe and preach that God placed the Garden way
down at the bottom of Mesopotamia in lower Iraq —
but my question which I considered to be both practical
and pragmatic always ended without receiving a
satisfactory response.

Nevertheless, if one searches the myriad of academic
articles and scienti c literature on the internet with the
question — where is the “CRADLE OF CIVILIZATION” —
you will nd two primary answers — of which the vast
majority — both secular and religious — will state it was
in Lower Mesopotamia between the Tigris and
Euphrates rivers — while a few other more evolutionminded sources postulate the theory that numerous
civilizations arose totally independent of each other in
various locations around the world all around the same
time — perhaps as a means to try to undercut the belief
that all humanity was derived from one original couple.

So here’s the deeper logic behind that seemingly
innocuous little
question — as why
would God create man
and place him in such
a “Utopian" style of
“Garden Setting” way
down at the very
bottom of IRAQ — and
then
almost
immediately shift all
His attention and
interest to a little strip
of land 1250 miles
away (2000 km) that
was clearly destined
and foreordained to be
the “PROMISED
LAND” — not only during the time leading up to the
Canaan Conquest as we have already partially seen —
but all the way through the entire Old Testament to the
coming of Jesus Christ the MESSIAH — and on to the
central focal point of all time and eternity — the
Cruci xion and Resurrection of our Lord and Saviour.

But
from
my
perspective they are
both wrong — as all
these mostly older
“academic writings”
are little more than
“theories” developed
primarily out of man’s
natural thinking
processes and human
deduction based on
limited resources and
earlier archaeological
ndings coupled with
what could perhaps be
deemed limitations to
human understanding
or misinterpretation of biblical references.
So where then does the Bible actually indicate
civilization began — and is it possible to nd both
scienti c and scriptural evidence that such location
could indeed be established.
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And then perhaps 1500 years or so later we have the
second part of the puzzle with the restart of civilization
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And that commonly proposed location for Eden down
by the Persian Gulf makes even less sense today —
fi

And while we are at it — here's another point that most
people fail to consider — as the moment we attempt to
trace back earliest civilization it becomes obvious from a
biblical perspective that we actually have not one
problem to address but two — as we have two very
distinct timeframes to deal with — the rst being the
initial creation of mankind with Adam and Eve in the
Garden of Eden — which as we have already seen got
seriously messed up with the early Nephilim explosion.
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And by some end-time eschatological views even on to
the rebuilding of the Temple Mount in Jerusalem — and
then still further on into the thousand year reign of
Christ on earth during the great Millennial Reign — all
focused on that little spot of land considered the centre
of the ancient world called ISRAEL — without giving so
much as another thought to the “supposed original
location of Eden” down in Iraq — which never made the
slightest lick of sense to me.
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WHERE IS THE GARDEN OF EDEN

Which only leaves us with the age-old elusive question
of where exactly was the Garden of
Eden located — a conundrum that
would be much easier to sort out if
only there had been a true witness
present to those incredible events —
and there actually was if we will
believe Him — as it was God Himself.
So it only makes sense that whatever
the Lord inspired Moses to record
concerning the creation account
would be one hundred percent
accurate and su cient to guide us —
all we have to do is read the texts
correctly and then connect the dots — so let’s start with
this principle but somewhat confusing scripture.
The Bible tells us — “The Lord God
planted a garden eastward in EDEN,
and there He put the man whom He
had formed…Now A RIVER went out
of Eden to water the garden, and
from there it parted and became
FOUR RIVER HEADS.” Genesis
2:8-10
“The name of the rst is PISHON; it is
the one which skirts the whole land of
Havilah, where there is gold. And the
gold of that land is good. Bdellium
and the onyx stone are there. The
name of the second river is GIHON; it
is the one which goes around the
whole land of CUSH. The name of the
third river is HIDDEKEL; it is the one
which goes toward the east of
Assyria. The fourth river is the
EUPHRATES.” Genesis 2:11-14
That sounds like it should be simple enough to decipher
— but apparently not easy enough as there has
probably been as much or more debate over where
these four rivers were actually located and where this
would place the Garden of Eden as there has been
about almost any major controversial topic — so let’s
see if we can gain a somewhat better idea of where
God may have lovingly crafted and placed that original
Utopia Garden.
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First o — the Bible says that “A” — (one) — a single
river owed "OUT" of Eden — and then that river did
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after the Great Flood which would have taken place
with Noah and his three sons — but at least we clearly
know from scripture that this second major event had to
have commenced in the vicinities and surroundings of
where the Ark came to rest on Mt Ararat at the very top
northern section of the Fertile Crescent — so we have a
de nitive and indisputable landmark for the restart.

something which most rivers DO NOT do — as almost
all rivers begin with a number of little streams, brooks,
creeks and tributaries all feeding and spilling into one
bigger ever-increasing river — but this river did the
exact opposite and split into four separate "headwaters"
or four di erent rivers that owed downstream, all fed
and originated from one common single river source —
which single river was located “IN EDEN” and owed
“OUT OF EDEN.” Genesis 2:10
Now read this part of the verse very
carefully — “a river went OUT of Eden
to water the GARDEN, and FROM
THERE it parted and became four
river heads” — so when did this
original single river part — AFTER it
came out of the Garden — not while it
was in the garden nor before it owed
into the garden — but AFTER it had
owed through and watered the
garden — then it split.
Every translation of the Bible I have checked says
virtually the exact same thing — “from thence” — “from
there” — so from where — from AFTER the point it had
owed through the garden — then it
split into four rivers — and it is
perhaps the New Living Translation
which gives us the best and clearest
modern day English understanding of
the meaning of this verse — “A river
owed from the land of Eden,
watering the garden AND THEN
DIVIDING into four branches.”
Genesis 2:10
As such and totally contrary to what
the vast majority of scholars seem to
think — where these four rivers
ended up eventually owing to has
little to nothing to do with where the
Garden of Eden was located — for it
is not the destination of the rivers but
the common beginning or single
origin of all four rivers which will lead
us to the original Garden — and to
nd that we must identify and locate
the rivers and then track them back
upstream until we can determine their one common
source — and that is where we will nd Eden.
Thankfully we are given a few clues as to the identities
of these ancient rivers with the easiest of the four to
identify still known by the same name in modern times
— the “EUPHRATES” — the longest river in the Middle
East — which at this present time nds its source in the
mountains of eastern Turkey and runs southwest
through Syria before switching back and continuing
southeast for a total of 2800 kilometres (1740 miles) until
it nally merges with the Tigris River near the Iraq/
Kuwait border just before it dumps into the Persian Gulf.

“As I was standing on the bank of
the great river, the HIDDEKEL —
(TIGRIS) — I looked up and there
before me was a man dressed in
linen, with a belt of ne gold from
Uphaz around his waist...his face
like the appearance of lightning,
his eyes like torches of re…and I
saw this great vision.” Daniel
10:4-9

These two rivers now encompass
the entire fertile plain of
Mesopotamia which has greatly
fuelled what I believe to be the
“false assumption” that the
Garden of Eden must have been
near the point where the Tigris
and Euphrates joined together
down in the lower southeast end
of Iraq — but there is much more
to this story as the identity and
location of the other two rivers
has befuddled the minds of
scholars for centuries on end.
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Every scholar who has ever studied
this passage of scripture in Genesis 2 has been
confronted with the exact same problem — four rivers
— and only two of them are readily identi able — so this
is where a little understanding of geology and the earth’s
massive shifting and faulting over eons of time as well
as the cataclysmic upheavals of the earth which took
place during the Great Flood — coupled with what I
would consider to be a little “spiritual revelation” may
help us discover the true location of the Garden — and
by the time we solve this problem you will be absolutely
amazed how much it even ties back into our main topic
about Nephilim.
fl

So please bear with me — as I make no claim to be an
academic nor a scholar but I do love a challenging
puzzle — and in trying to search out this quandary I
have read a multitude of reports with various scholars
suggesting numerous ancient river beds and old paleo
channels all over the Middle East.
But in my view most of their e orts are in vain — for they
are almost all trying to prove that the Garden of Eden
was in Lower Iraq between the
Euphrates and Tigris rivers —
which a simple but careful
extrapolation of the scripture in
Genesis 2:8-10 indicates is not
biblically possible because the
Word clearly implies that Eden
would have had to be positioned
above or before the headwaters
of all four of these rivers.
And at that ancient point in time
and regardless of where Eden
was located — there was still
only “ONE RIVER” owing “OUT
OF EDEN” — before it was
broken up or gradually branched
o into four separate rivers which
no doubt all or at least most of
these four rivers would have run
primarily north to south — which
means their single source would
have to be located far to the
northwest of Iraq — which leaves
us with no alternative but to strike
Iraq and Lower Mesopotamia o
the list of possibilities for the
location of Eden.

The King James Version as well
as about eight or ten other
translations use the name
“HIDDEKEL" in this verse while
almost all other translations use
the more moder n term of
“TIGRIS" — so we clearly have
two of the rivers identi ed — both
of which at one point in the eons
of time past originated from the
one river owing out of Eden.
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And there is irrefutable biblical evidence to show that
the modern day “TIGRIS” bore the ancient name of
Hiddekel — for amongst other scriptures that identify
this river we nd Daniel after being taken into captivity in
Babylonia standing on the bank of the great river
Hiddekel (Tigris) where he falls into a trance-like vision
and encounters a mighty angel who has been warring
against the principalities and powers of darkness on his
behalf for the entire 21 days he had been fasting.

Once I had that understanding
rmly settled beneath my belt — I
came across a little biblicaloriented quasi-scienti c paper
entitled — “Genesis and Geology
— The Lost Rivers of the Garden
of Eden Found” — from which I
will quickly capsulate a few key
points about the geology of the
region which I agree with and
which helped lay the groundwork
for further initial research and discovery.
So forgive me for going into a bit of extra detail — but I
believe this is extremely important to understand if we
are to truly and accurately tie in all our archaeological
dates of the many megalithic structures in the region to
the initial creation, development and spread of mankind
— and to the restart of civilization following the Flood —
as well as to the dark role the Nephilim played in the
saga of God’s story — as this little quest for the true
Eden will literally bring everything back around to the
biblical centrality of Israel and Jerusalem and the people
of God — and the place where the fallen angels rebelled.

But of course scholars like to complicate things — that's
what they get paid the big bucks for — so they have two
primary somewhat di ering views of where Cush was
located — with some believing it was ancient
“ETHIOPIA” — which is exactly where the Great Rift
Valley splits o at the bottom corner of the Red Sea with
the western leg of the split running straight through the
breadth of Ethiopia.

In a nutshell — the biblical geology paper coupled with
a bunch of other resources I researched points out that
one of the greatest geological features of this part of the
world is the “GREAT RIFT VALLEY” — which most
people only think of as being in East Africa — but it is
actually a massive series of contiguous geographic
trenches approximately 4,300 miles (7,000 km) in total
length that starts way up in the “BEQAA VALLEY" in
Lebanon right above modern day Israel and runs all the
way down to Mozambique in Southeast Africa.
Simply put — most people don't realize that the Great
Rift Valley actually starts at the top of the land of Israel
— or more speci cally right between Mt Lebanon and
the Anti-Lebanon
Mountains with the
famous
“MOUNT
HERMON" as its highest
peak in southern Lebanon
— which entire territory
was all part of the original
area designated as an
Mount
inheritance to Abraham
and his Seed.
From that starting point
the Great Rift runs right
down through the centre of
the Sea of Galilee and down the rugged trench of the
Jordan Valley into the Dead Sea and continues on south
from there through the Strait of Aqaba on the eastern
side of the Sinai Peninsula with Arabia on the west and
on down the entire length
of the Red Sea before
suddenly cross-faulting
and cutting westward
across Ethiopia before it
plunges down through its
most famous regions of
Kenya and Tanzania and
on into Mozambique.

And the other half of scholars believe the land of CUSH
included the eastern side of the Red Sea in what became
known in the Bible as the land of the “Midianites” in
western Saudi Arabia — which is most likely what the
scripture is referring to as the Gihon river “…goes around
the whole land of CUSH.”
But regardless of which
side or quite likely both
sides of the Red Sea
actually constituted the
Land of Cush — the
description de nitely ts
Hermon
the bill for a major
antediluvian river that
would have run all the way
down the ancient trough
and would have later been
split wide open by the
upheaval of the Great Flood to form the Red Sea which
is in the northern portion of the Great Rift Valley — and
which as previously explained begins in the upper
regions of Israel and Lebanon and then runs due south.

Of course this is one of
t h e w o r l d ’s m o s t
pronounced displays of
Valley of
“tectonic plate shifting”
or what geologists refer
to as continental splitting and the result of “continental
drift” — but it provides us with some powerful and
much needed geological clues to the potential location
of the other two rivers of Genesis 2:11-12.
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So let us consider again the one biblical text which
gives us the clearest indication of where these other two
rivers could be — the “GIHON” which “…goes around
the whole land of CUSH” — and as we read that text let
us remember that Moses is writing long after the days of
Noah and he is fully aware that CUSH — one of the
sons of Ham — is traditionally considered the ancestor
of an ancient territory believed to have been located
near the Red Sea which is sometimes identi ed in the
Bible as the Kingdom of Kush.

Of course at this point this
probably all just sounds like
another hypothesis or
theory amongst many —
but in the event the GIHON
did indeed run through the
northern part of this “laterformed” Rift Valley which
perfectly matches the
biblical description of its
path in Genesis 2 — it
would leave us with only
Bekaa
one more river to locate
before we start putting all
the pieces together — along with a little more biblical
geology and a number of marvellous scriptures and
some divine revelation from on high — which in my view
will suddenly lay the entire plan of God out in clear
logical biblical view — but we need to proceed step by
step to rationally come to that revelation.
Fortunately the Bible gives us another great clue
concerning the fourth river called “PISHON" which “…
skirts the entire land of HAVILAH” — and Havilah in the
Bible is clearly in southwest Arabia — as identi ed in the
1992 Anchor Bible Dictionary as well as being
considered the most likely location in the Jewish
Encyclopedia — and it is unmistakably identi ed as such
by the biblical description of where Ishmael, the son of

Which scripture states of his descendants — who were
the twelve sons and tribes of Ishmael — that “...they
dwelt from HAVILAH to Shur, opposite Egypt in the
direction of Assyria” Genesis 25:18 — which no one
would argue clearly refers to Saudi Arabia.
The rest of this verse concerning the dwelling place of
Ishmael’s sons makes the location on the east side of
the Red Sea even more sure — as it states from
HAVILAH (in the southwest part of Arabia which would
be down near Yemen) to “SHUR” — which according to
Easton’s Bible Dictionary and numerous other sources,
the area of SHUR is located much further north but still
on the western side of the Arabian Desert across from
Egypt — so the twelve tribes of Ishmael would have
dwelt up and down most of the entire length of western
Arabia from modern day Yemen north — all along the
eastern side of the Red Sea — which is where the river
Pishon would have likely owed together as one river
with the Gihon until they
nally split apart down by
Yemen and the Gulf of
Aden.
To a d d e v e n m o r e
credence to this location
for the river PISHON
consider the part of the
verse which emphasizes
rich mineralization — and
it is a geological fact that
YEMEN in the south
western portion of the
Arabian Peninsula has
long been known to be
plentiful in those
commodities — “gold, bdellium and onyx.”
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If such analysis be true it would clearly indicate that both
the Pishon and the Gihon rivers would have naturally had
their common source in Israel or likely near MOUNT
HERMON and the VALLEY OF BEQAA — which from a
geological perspective makes perfect sense as they
would have followed the Jordon Valley — and from that
single source the river would be watering the Garden of
Israel.
But for such an hypothesis to hold true it must be shown
that not only those two rivers — but all four major rivers
— could have shared the same origin to match the
biblical description laid out in Genesis 2:9.
Otherwise the entire theory falls to pieces just as surely
as all the other suppositions have fallen apart which have
been postulated and preached over the years.
As such, the answer to my
next logical question would
either make or break the
theory — was there any
indication in scripture that
the other two rivers —
namely the Tigris and the
Euphrates — may have
originally started from the
land of Israel or
thereabouts.
And then suddenly I saw
something very important
about the river Hiddekel
which as we have already
noted — virtually all scholars agree was the Tigris.

If such be so we would have all four rivers stemming
out of one — exactly as the Bible describes them —
with the Euphrates and Tigris running towards the east
from Israel and then dropping down through
Mesopotamia and Iraq — and the other two rivers
running south from Israel initially as one combined river
down the northern part of the Great Rift as they owed
between Egypt and Arabia before splitting into the
fl

Gihon and the Pishon at the bottom southwest corner of
Arabia — but basically four rivers all running primarily
south and south-east — and all with EDEN AT THEIR
HEAD or true source.

Dead Sea

So the suggestion made by a few scholars including
those referred to from “Genesis and Geology” that
when the Great Rift cross-faulted and split o at the
bottom of the Red Sea with the western portion of the
fault cutting across Ethiopia — the eastern branch of
that same Rift cross-fault cut o in the opposite
direction heading east through the Gulf of Aden
underneath Arabia — which gulf in its early pre- ood
days before the crust of the earth was ripped asunder
could have easily formed the original bed of the fourth
river — thereby “skirting right around the land of
Havilah” exactly as the Bible states it did.
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Abraham born by the Egyptian maid Hagar, died in the
desert.

So listen again to this simple little truth which has
obviously been greatly overlooked by the vast number of
people studying this text — either that or they may have
simply thought it irrelevant as they failed to catch the
indisputable fact that it was not the “Four Rivers” that
watered the garden but rather the "Single Source River”
before it began to split up some distance after leaving the
garden.
Regardless — I nd it absolutely amazing how we can
read a scripture a thousand times over — and then
suddenly — like a spark from heaven — another nugget
of divine insight jumps out as it did with this verse.
“The third river is HIDDEKEL — (the Tigris) — it is the one
which GOES TOWARD THE EAST of ASSYRIA.”
Genesis 2:14
And suddenly — in what I consider to be a "divinely
inspired split second” another piece of the puzzle plopped
into place — as modern day topography of the Middle

But the creationists who believe in the cataclysmic power
and force of the Great Flood realize the majority of these
changes to the earth's surface could have happened in a
mere matter of days, weeks or months as God cracked
open the deep — tectonic plates were crashed against
each other — great gulches ripped open and valleys
formed — entire continents shifted and were torn apart
— subduction zones slid beneath other continental
plates and thrust former sea beds upward — massive
rock formations buckled under pressure and piled up as
majestic mountains were formed and thrust high in the
sky with even their lofty peaks often encrusted or
embedded with fossils of
sea creatures — and deep
valleys, gorges and rivers
suddenly appeared where
t h e re h a d b e e n n o n e
before — as the entire
surface of the earth
underwent a radical
transformation.

But the description God gave us in the Bible clearly
states the river ows “TOWARD THE EAST" — which
indicates that its original
source had to be in the
west from where it would
have owed EASTWARD
INTO ASSYRIA before
owing down into lower
Mesopotamia — so some
major geological upheaval
must have cut it off from
its original source
resulting in its upper
portion being totally
Tectonic Plates
rerouted and later fed by
the mountains in
Transforms & Convergence
northeast Turkey.
As such the biblical
description of this river
provides another clear
indication that the Tigris
(as well as the essentially
parallel Euphrates) could
have both originally
owed from Israel or
nearby before being cut
o from their original
single source river by
major faulting and
thrusting somewhere in
the region of Lebanon,
Syria, Israel or Jordan —
most likely caused by the
massive upheavals which
took place during the
Great Flood.
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From Israel up
Now for just a moment
think again about what an
earth changing event the
Great Flood really was — as geologists who always talk
in terms of various ages or "geological periods" and
millions and billions of years of faulting, shifting, slipping
and ripping and all the drastic changes that have taken
place in the earth’s crust coupled with the massive
amount of erosion and effects of the elements and
glacial periods which in some regions are said to have
literally peeled material miles deep off the tops of
mountains as geological events changed and reshaped
the earth.
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East shows the Tigris beginning in the Armenian
Mountains at the furthest upper eastern point of all four
rivers on the far east side of Turkey and then owing in
a winding pattern almost straight WEST — (not east) —
for over 250 miles (400 km) before it ows down the
border between Syria and Turkey for about another 30
miles (48 km) and then nally doubles back and starts
owing south-southeast down into and through Iraq.

around to Iraq

That was what the Great
Flood was really like — not
just a little 40 day
rainstorm that gave the
surface of the earth a good
bath — but an event that
literally ripped apart and
redesigned numerous
parts of the crust of the
earth.
And no one should ever
doubt that the greatest
geographical features of
t h e e a r t h t o d a y w e re
actually the result of these
fountains of the deep
being ripped apart — to
the point that it is
commonly stated the
G R E AT R I F T VA L L E Y
which cut the Arabian
Peninsula o from Africa is
“the single most
observable feature of the
earth’s surface” when
viewed from satellites.

And the cataclysmic
impact of all that ripping of
the earth’s surface and the resultant thrusting, heaving,
folding and sinking of various regions is in essence what
constitutes much of the backbone of the study of
geology — and as clearly evidenced by the Great Rift
Valley — this horri c earth changing event would have
TORN DEAD CENTRE RIGHT THROUGH THE FULL
LENGTH OF THE LAND OF ISRAEL.
As such I had already found several geological maps of
Israel, Lebanon and Syria and it was obvious the region

had experienced a large amount of faulting and crossfaulting which indicated a massive amount of tectonic
plate pressure and surface changing action had
obviously taken place.
And when it did — what was once a single river in Eden
that began to branch o sometime after leaving the
Garden and split into four
major rivers would have
been completely
restructured — as
mountains pushed up and
new valleys were created
— and some waterways
would have been cut o
completely while others
were radically altered or
formed anew.

And then the nal key piece — to connect the original
start of the Tigris and Euphrates from somewhere in
Israel or the Anti-Lebanon Mountain region of lower
Lebanon over to their current most westerly points in
Syria — which is only about 250 miles (400 km) — and
the mountain ranges in between all run in a northeasterly
direction so the original necessary ow could easily work.

Now throw in the
“ANATOLIAN PLATE" at
the easterly end of the
Mediterranean which links
t h e e x t re m e p re s s u re
points of the Eurasian and
Arabian Plates and the
“ T R A N S F O R M FA U LT ”
which runs straight up
through Israel and
Lebanon which together
But I still had one more
form a full half-circle
piece to t into the puzzle
around the northern end of
— because the Tigris —
Israel and Arabia — and if
and no doubt the
that is not enough — add
Dead Sea Transform Fault
Euphrates which runs
in the "PALMYRA FOLD
parallel — would have
BELT" which runs at a
Israel,
Lebanon
&
Syria
had to start in the West
perfect east-northeast
since the scripture clearly
direction directly
states it "...goes toward the
perpendicular out of the Transform Zone of Israel — near
east of Assyria” — which meant there must have been MOUNT HERMON — and into Syria straight towards the
some geological features or structures that would have closest westerly points of both the Euphrates and the
governed or guided the original ow.
Tigris and it becomes perfectly clear how these two
rivers could have easily originated in the proximity of
And that was when I located a couple more geological Israel — exactly as the Bible seems to indicate.
maps which served to nally and rmly cinch the deal
for me — as they clearly laid out the earth's structural So WHERE WOULD THIS PLACE THE GARDEN OF
system in the region in exactly the way I envisioned it EDEN — are you ready for this — IN ISRAEL — right in
forming up — and that was also the point I realized the the centre of GOD'S CHOSEN LAND where it all began
time I had spent studying geology a few years back had — and where it will ultimately all come to a close with the
not been in vain — as the two Plate Tectonic maps New Jerusalem — and the Eternal City of God!
(pictured above) show the main fault lines encircling
and running through the entire Middle East.

GOD IS NOT A QUITTER
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And if the Garden of Eden was indeed located down in
Mesopotamia as most people have been erroneously
taught it would clearly indicate that God had indeed
given up on his initial intention — and that His original
plan had been completely and irredeemably shot by
Lucifer's rebellion, Eve's sin and Adam’s willful
abdication — and the Lord must have been so deeply
disappointed that He simply wrung His hands in despair
as He turned His back on the mess Eden had become

fi

And on the other side of Arabia we nd the "ZAGROS
THRUST FOLD BELT" which is the dividing line of the
Arabian and Eurasian Plates — but even more
important to our discussion is the major long parallel
fault on the west side of the plate division called the
"CONVERGENCE ZONE” which would no doubt have
formed or governed the structures for the two main
rivers — the Tigris and Euphrates to run through Iraq —
so that all ts perfectly into the equation.
fi

We've still got more geological evidence and scripture to
intrinsically tie Eden to Israel — but I'm sure there are
some who are wondering why we’re spending so much
time on this quest for Eden — so here's our rst and
perhaps most important spiritual lesson in this little
segment of the study — GOD IS NOT A QUITTER.

fi

Wouldn’t you know it — on the left running straight
north/south through Israel and down to the Red Sea is
the "DEAD SEA TRANSFORM FAULT” which sits
between two tectonic plates — the African and the
Arabian plates with the little land of Israel sitting on the
top western edge of the Arabian plate and the primary
fault forming what would have provided a perfect major
waterway for the Gishon and Pishon Rivers before the
plates slid enough to crack the fault wide open and
create the Red Sea and the Gulf of Aden at the bottom.

RESTORING THE GARDEN OF GOD

And whether most people realize it or not that is exactly
what they inadvertently appear to believe — but such
erroneous thinking is just a bit more of man-made
religious rubbish because — GOD IS NOT A QUITTER!
No more than He could have thrown His hands up in
the air in defeat and “chucked in the towel" when the
rebellious angels came down and began to mess
around with the lovely ladies in Genesis 6 — as God
could have just as easily washed His hands of the entire
sordid mess at that point as well.
But instead He decided to
save what He could even
if it was only a meagre
remnant of eight people
— and even if one of
those ended up being
contaminated — while the
rest of the people who
had all been polluted by
Nephilim DNA were
destroyed in the Flood —
but rather than give up
and quit He chose to
redeem whatever little
remained that was still
redeemable.

Renaissance epic of 1671 so appropriately entitled —
"PARADISE LOST & PARADISE REGAINED” — which
could just as easily have been captioned — EDEN LOST
& EDEN REDEEMED — as God immediately set out to
reclaim, redeem and restore all that had been lost —
regardless of the rebellion or deception of the blusterous
pu ed-up archangel Lucifer — and regardless of a
bunch of dimwit lust-crazed angels who fell and sired
the Nephilim — as nothing would stop the plan of God!
So what does ”EDEN" really mean — the New Open
Study Bible lists it as "Delight and Pleasantness” — the
Jones' Dictionary of Old Testament proper names
renders the word "Paradise" or “A Place Of Delight” —
the Hebrew word “A-den"
translates as "Pleasure,
Delight and Luxury" —
and the wording of the
Douay-Rheims Bible
states — “...the Lord God
had planted a PARADISE
OF PLEASURE.”
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In essence then — EDEN
was a terrestrial paradise
lled with pleasantness,
pleasure and plenty — a
place of breath-taking
Concept of Garden of Eden
beauty with an open
inviting heaven where man
walked freely, friendly and
fearlessly with God — literally the place of "GOD'S
Thank God that same "NEVER QUIT” quality of God's
DESIRE AND GOD'S DELIGHT."
character is just as true and applicable to you and me
today — otherwise the moment any of us stepped out
Now — do you really think God was going to simply
of line or missed the mark it would be all over — and
shrug o His own “Place of Delight" and just toss it
God would move on totally forgetting about us just as
aside like some kind of sad miserable failure over there
surely as some think He simply shrugged o and forgot
in Mesopotamia while He moved over to play around in
about His original plans for EDEN — at least so it would
another sand box in ISRAEL where He could give His
seem if Eden had been truly located down in IRAQ.
original plan another shot at success in a fresh location
with the hope that perhaps this second attempt might
And there is perhaps no greater example of this
work out a little better than the rst.
unrelenting redemptive Purpose, Plan and Power of
God than His history with Israel — which becomes even
No — a thousand times No — man may quit at the rst
more evident once we realize that ISRAEL WAS LIKELY
setback, the second obstacle or the third adversity —
THE ORIGINAL EDEN of the Bible.
but God never quits — and He will always accomplish
His plan and purpose — exactly as this verse declares.
Which revelation shines fresh light on a multitude of
scriptures which seem to indicate that almost
“GOD IS NOT A MAN, that He should lie, Nor a son of
everything God has done in this world from creation
forward has actually centred around Israel and
man, that He should repent. Has He said, and will He not
Jerusalem and God’s eternal dream to have a family of
do or has He spoken, and will He not make it good.”
His own — beginning in Israel with His initial Chosen
Numbers 23:19
People and reaching out from there to the entire world.
As such — I truly believe this is an absolute imperative
In fact — the entire Bible narrative from start to nish is
truth that Christians need to get rmly grounded in their
a STORY OF REDEMPTION — a magni cent heart
hearts to truly live a victorious life — GOD IS NOT A
warming love story of restoration, renewal and
QUITTER — and that means He is not going to give up
resurrection — as God immediately set out to restore all
on you just because you made a few mistakes any more
that had been lost in the Garden.
than He gave up and quit on EDEN and His eternal plan
and purpose for mankind — because our God is not a
It is exactly as portrayed in John Milton’s renowned
Quitter — He is a Restorer!
ff
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and decided to move over a couple thousand
kilometres into Israel and give it another try.

And to this day there is still a river owing there — a
river of spiritual life and restoration — and God is still in
the process of restoring His original Garden — and
there are no devils or Nephilim who will ever stop the
Lord from accomplishing His eternal purpose!

THE RIVER OF EDEN
& THE RIVER OF GOD
Now let's get back to further establishing the true
location of Eden and the source of this single river which
watered the Garden of mankind’s original home and
hydrated the place of God's Delight.
As I’m sure we were all taught in elementary school that
water and weather systems run on a cycle — as rain or
snow falls and accumulates primarily in the higher
regions — then melts or runs o down the streams and
rivers and lakes eventually reaching the ocean with
some evaporating all the while from the surface of the
earth as a gas — then cooling into clouds and once
again falling to the surface as precipitation — and the
cycle is repeated over
and over which serves
to water the earth and
to form a signi cant
part of the earth’s
weather patterns.

on the earth” but rather — “...a MIST went up from the
earth to water the ground” Genesis 2.5-6 — so for a
major river to ow through the Garden it would have to
have been fed by UNDERGROUND WATER — which
could very easily have gushed up from near Mt Hermon
which is actually a cluster of two mountains located
right up where the Great Rift Valley begins.
Thus it was with mounting excitement that the next
question thundered through my mind — I wonder if
there are any springs or artesian wells on or around Mt
Hermon — and a quick internet search brought this
statement up straight from the Free Encyclopedia —
“BANIAS (Hebrew:  )בניאסis an ancient site that
developed around a SPRING…located at the foot of
MOUNT HERMON north of the Golan Heights. The
spring is the main source…of the JORDAN RIVER."
An Israeli travel magazine further con rmed the exact
location and import of this underground source — "The
Banias Spring emerges at the foot of MOUNT HERMON
and ows powerfully through a canyon for 3.5 km,
eventually leading to the Banias Waterfall, the most
impressive cascade in Israel. Nine kilometres from its
source the Hermon Stream meets the Dan and together
they form the Jordan River.”
And suddenly it all appeared clear — before it had ever
rained — before the earth was split open by the Great
Flood — there was a river that emerged from
underground — where the fountains of the deep were
held in the hand of God — and that river burst forth
from underground and
o w e d s o u t h f ro m
Mount Hermon
t h ro u g h t h e e n t i re
Land of Israel.
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And somewhere after it
had owed out of the
As such, I was thinking
Garden of God it
about
these
began to break up into
precipitation cycles
f o u r d i e re n t r i v e r
and how rivers
heads — two of which
generally start high up
would have owed
in the mountains and
together initially as one
pondering how that
down the Rift Valley
elementary process
"…around the whole
related to the source of
Banias
Spring
by
Mount
Hermon
land of CUSH” and
the river that watered
split apart further
Eden — and then
Source of the Jordan River
down the western side
suddenly it hit me —
of modern day Arabia
wait a minute — Eden
with
the easterly branch
was “Pre-Flood" — which means the river in Eden
“…skirting
right
around
the
land
of
Havilah”
— while the
owed long before the earth was ever cracked open —
other
two
rivers
branched
o
in
the
opposite
direction
and long BEFORE THERE WAS ANY RAIN.
from Israel and owed “east towards Assyria" and then
So here's another fascinating point to consider — as somewhere along the way split and owed down as
according to the Bible before the Flood there was no two separate rivers into Mesopotamia and modern day
rain — the Garden of Eden and by extension no doubt Iraq — the Tigris and Euphrates — but all four of these
the entire world was watered by a “MIST” — as the major rivers had their beginning as a single powerful
underground water source by Mount Hermon.
Bible states — “…the Lord God had not caused it to rain
fl

fl

fl

And His plan all along was to fully, totally and
completely restore the Garden and all He had placed
there — to restore man’s right standing — man’s
position — man's communion — man's authority —
man's dominion — and to even fully restore man's state
of health, peace and joy — and it would all be done
right where it all started — in Israel — in the Eternal City
— in Jerusalem.

MOUNT HERMON
DESCENT OF THE LUSTFUL ANGELS
We have now reached the point in this little "rabbit trail”
of locating the true Garden of Eden where it is going to
get quite exciting — as our discovery leads us right
back around to the central theme of this entire
discourse — the NEPHILIM — and to the location which
is repeatedly laid out in the Book of Enoch as the spot
where that emboldened band of 200 lustful angels who
sired those giant mis ts came down to earth — and it
was certainly not in Mesopotamia or Iraq — but rather
upon the exact same mountain from which this
underground stream would have owed out into the
original Garden of God.
Mount Hermon is basically located at the juncture of
three modern day borders — Syria, Lebanon and Israel
at the very top of the disputed Golan Heights — and at
2,814 metres or 9,232 feet high it is the highest
mountain peak in all three of these countries.

“And it came to pass when the children of men had
multiplied that in those days were born unto them
beautiful and comely daughters. And the ANGELS, the
children of the heaven, saw and LUSTED after them,
and said to one another: 'Come, let us choose us wives
from among the children of men and beget us
children.’" 1 Enoch 6:1-2
Then the 200 “Grigori" — "Watcher Angels" — whose
mission from God was to watch over and protect His
created peoples — bound themselves with a curse as
they pledged with strong imprecations that each and
every one of them would take part in the devilish deeds
their warped and wicked lust-crazed minds had
conjured up — and they descended upon MOUNT
HERMON where they plotted together — no doubt
because its lofty heights provided the best vantage
point of watching God's created beings below.
“And they were in all two hundred; who descended in
the days of Jared on the summit of MOUNT HERMON,
and they called it MOUNT HERMON, because they had
sworn and bound themselves by mutual imprecations
upon it." 1 Enoch 6:5-6
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It has often been called
the "Sacred Mountain"
Now note something
— in fact its very name
very important to our
is derived from the root
principle theme here —
word “ḥrm" meaning
as these Grigori
“sacred" as worshippers
watchers did not come
from the most ancient of
down on some mountain
times have been drawn
in Mesopotamia or Iraq.
to its isolated heights
Mt Hermon & Mountains of Lebanon
and snow covered
Mesopotamia would
peaks — evidenced by
have its days of infamy in
the ruins of more than 30 ancient pagan temples built on a couple thousand years with the rise of Nimrod, Babel
the mountain slopes.
and the Babylonian Empire — but at this early point in
history there was absolutely nobody to watch over
But the term “hrm" is also translated as “Taboo" and down in that far away sand box — the action was all
perhaps little wonder why as basically all but one of right here in this region where God had planted the
these temples were built to false gods and false Garden of Eden which would one day become known
religions — and no doubt inspired by the forbidden and as the land of Israel — the Land of Promise!
often esoteric and occultic teachings of these fallen
angels and the evil spirits that proceeded from their Now it should be starting to come clear why Canaan
forbidden unions with the daughters of men.
and his Nephilim o spring would later ll this land of
Israel — even though it was never allotted to them but
Thus while Mt Hermon is considered sacred to some — they overran it with their giant o spring of Nephilim and
it is strictly “taboo" as an object or focus of worship for Rephaim — determined to stop God’s plan of
the true worshippers of God who Jesus declared redemption from unfolding, to thwart the coming of the
Holy One and to crush the true people of God before
“...shall worship God in Spirit and in Truth!” John 4:24
they could become a mighty force and dire threat to
Nevertheless, there are several outstanding biblical their encroaching darkness — exactly the same as the
events which took place on or near this mountain — but devil and his crowd is trying to do to Christians today —
perhaps its greatest claim to fame is found in the but God is still the Victor and so are we who believe!
accounts of the apocryphal Books of Enoch where the
"celestial rebels” of old who were blinded by lust and And no one gave us a greater understanding of that
perversion descended upon this exact same mountain truth or of the spiritual signi cance of this mountain at
to plan and bind themselves with a mutual curse as they the upper end of Israel called Hermon than Jesus
launched their forbidden follies of meddling and mating Himself — as this was the exact spot where two of the
with the delectable daughters of men — so here again is most signi cant and revelatory events of who Christ
really was in the entire New Testament took place.
how Enoch related that event.

To illustrate, do you realize this is the exact spot where
Peter received His divine revelation from on high — the
greatest eye-opening, heart-stirring, life-changing
revelation anyone could ever receive — that Jesus
Christ was far more than just another teacher, prophet or
religious leader — He was the Living Christ and the
manifest Son of God!
And where did Peter receive this revelation — “in the
region of Caesarea Philippi" Matthew 16:13 — which is
— (are you ready for this as I quote directly from
Wikipedia) — "an ancient Roman city located at the
southwestern base of MOUNT HERMON. It was
adjacent to a SPRING, grotto, and related shrines
dedicated to the Greek god Pan. Now nearly
uninhabited, Caesarea Philippi is an archaeological site
in the Golan Heights."
Now here's the best part which removes all doubt as to
the signi cance of Jesus choosing this location to reveal
His true Divinity and Purpose for coming to earth!
“Caesarea was called
PANEAS (Πανειάς Pāneiás),
later Caesarea Paneas, from
the Hellenistic period after its
association with the god Pan,
a name that mutated to
BANIAS, the name by which
the site is known today."

"And l give you the KEYS OF THE KINGDOM of heaven,
and WHATEVER YOU BIND on earth will be bound in
heaven, and WHATEVER YOU LOOSE on earth will be
loosed in heaven.” Matthew 16:17-19
These are some of the most powerful spiritual warfare
truths to be found in the Word of God and in the
believer's arsenal — and where did Jesus choose to
reveal them — right there at the very spot where the
fallen angels had unleashed such perversion,
destruction and chaos into God's creation.
The choice of this spot is much the same as the playful
trilogy of principles used in determining value for real
estate which is "Location — Location — Location” —
and there was no location anywhere better suited for
Jesus to make His true identity known than right there
at the Banias Spring — at the base of Mount Hermon —
as Jesus speci cally stood in front of that ancient
stronghold of demonic activity and with re and passion
burning within His holy bosom — declared in
unequivocal darkness-defying
and demon-defeating terms that
He was in the process of birthing
and raising up His CHURCH.

An “Ecclesia" — a Church — a
Body of Believers — a Chosen
People — a Royal Priesthood —
a Holy Nation — who would
boldly go out and do warfare
with these malignant evil spirits
And it was here at BANIAS —
— the very same demonic spirits
at the source of the Jordan —
who came into being as a direct
Caesarea Philippi
or one could say at the
result of what had transpired on
original underground source
this exact same mountain so
long ago — and the Gates of Hell
of the "River of God” that once
watered the Garden of Eden — that Jesus the would never prevail against His Chosen Ones!
Redeemer posed that immortal question — "Who do
Almost immediately following this glorious revelation —
men say that I, the Son of Man, am?” Matthew 16:13
what did Jesus do — He took His inner circle of close
And Peter answered with words so profound and so disciples — Peter, James and John — and they climbed
powerful they will resonate throughout all time and up the mountain and He was trans gured before them.
eternity — "THOU ART THE CHRIST — the Son of the
Now there are a few who try to claim from CatholicLiving God.” Matthew 16:16
determined religious tradition that the Mount of
Trans guration was Mt Tabor down near Jerusalem but
And then comes the decree of Christ Himself — a direct
they are obviously not following the chronology of
and dastardly blow to every devil — every fallen angel —
scripture nor the journeys of Jesus — for as scripture
every spirit of darkness — and every sinister spirit
clearly states, Jesus and His disciples were already way
derived from Nephilim seed no matter how big, how
up in the far end of the Golan Heights at Caesarea
frightening or how formidable — as Jesus responded.
Philippi right at the base of Mount Hermon.
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Now let’s keep these words in context — as Jesus had
just nished telling His disciples He was in essence

fi

But Jesus was still not nished as He expounded even
further on these powerful truths of divine commission —
fi

And the only few verses sandwiched between these two
major events are the following comments of Jesus as
he said — “If anyone desires to come after Me, let him
deny himself, and TAKE UP HIS CROSS AND FOLLOW
ME…For what shall it pro t a man if he gain the whole
world and lose his own soul!" Matthew 16:24-26

fi

“Blessed are you, Simon Bar-Jonah, for esh and blood
has not revealed this to you, but My Father who is in
heaven. And I also say to you that you are Peter, and on
this rock I WILL BUILD MY CHURCH, and THE GATES
OF HELL SHALL NOT PREVAIL AGAINST IT.” Matthew
16:17-18

So if you will allow me a little liberty to paraphrase — in
essence Jesus was saying — "This world has nothing to
o er in comparison to My Eternal Gift to you — even if
you could gain the entire world — so think back to the
angels who fell at this very spot — they had it all —
heaven was their home — peace and harmony their
norm — but blinded by lust and the false idea they were
missing out, they traded it all for passing pleasure and
now they are chained in eternal darkness — so don’t
make the same mistake — but
rather join me in taking up the
Cross — follow Me and enjoy the
Battle — and you'll also enjoy the
Victory — and GAIN ETERNAL
LIFE IN THE PROCESS!”

I vividly remember my own personal encounter with
Christ like it happened yesterday — even though it was
43 years ago — the overwhelming sense of holy
majesty and reverential delight experienced when
JESUS CAUGHT ME UP IN THE SPIRIT and took me
around the world showing me eld after eld in the
many nations of the world all lled with tens of
thousands of people with their hands raised high as
they called upon the name of the Lord — and JESUS
HIMSELF supernaturally and IN PERSON gave me the
divine commission and call to go to the nations of the
world with the marvellous miracle producing, soul
saving message of Christ — which divine vision as
many know has already resulted in over eleven and a
half million rst-time decisions for Christ — and by
God's grace, many millions more to come!
And throughout this entire encounter of being caught up
in the Spirit — Jesus was right in front of me with arms
outstretched and His entire countenance glowing with a
brilliance and light so bright and so intense He shone
with the glory of ten thousand suns all at once — so
radiant — so rapturous — so
resonating with love and power
and purity that no mortal tongue
could ever describe the glory that
emanated from His holy being!

“And behold, MOSES and ELIJAH
appeared to them, talking with
Then scripture immediately
Him” — two of the greatest
records the next major event which
powerhouses in the Bible — both
further unveiled the true identity of
of whom had fasted forty days just
the person and purpose of Christ
like Jesus did — Moses
on earth — which again took place
representing the LAW which could
right here on Mount Hermon where
never save but served as "our
the rebel angels of old had fallen
TUTOR — our school teacher — to
— and don't think for a moment
bring us to Christ, that we might be
that the choice of this location was
justi ed by faith” Galatians 3:24 —
just another divine coincidence —
and Elijah signifying all the
as Christ was making a very clear
PROPHETS of old which the
and dramatic point — not just to
scriptures state — "To Him —
His three closest disciples —
Christ — all the prophets witness
but in and to the entire spirit
Trans
guration
that, through His name, whoever
world.
believes in Him will receive
remission
of sins" Acts 10:43 —
"Now after six days Jesus took Peter, James, and John
and yet the religious would not come to Him — but
his brother, led them up on a high mountain by
there could be no more doubt for this little group of
themselves; and He was TRANSFIGURED BEFORE disciples as He was gloriously trans gured before them.
THEM. His face shone like the sun, and His clothes
became as white as the light.” Matthew 17:1-2
Then presumptuous Peter — who in his usual
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What a mind-blowing sight that must have been — the
One who had led them all over Israel for the last three
years — whose feet they had sat at around the evening
res — who despite His gracious words and marvellous
miracles had appeared amongst them the same as any
other mortal man — and then suddenly He was
trans gured in almost blinding radiant glistening glory —
and we can only imagine the kind of holy fear and
reverential awe which must have overcome those three
inner-circle disciples at that point.
ff
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about to raise up a spiritual army — a holy breed of
believers who would walk in power and authority over all
the forces of darkness — a people of such unshakable
faith they could and would bind the very forces of hell —
and they would be the instruments to loose the blessing
and glory of God upon earth and humanity — and as
they marched forward in obedience to their Master even
the gates and defences and strongholds of hell would
crumble and fall before them — for the Gates of Hell
shall never win nor shall they ever be able to withstand
the God-appointed and Spirit-anointed advance of His
Chosen Ones.

spontaneous manner of “act or speak before thinking"
always seemed to get his foot in his mouth at least until
Jesus got the Holy Ghost in his mouth at Pentecost —
answered and said, “Lord, it is good for us to be here; if
You wish, let us make here three tabernacles: one for
You, one for Moses, and one for Elijah.”
Oh Peter — so quickly you fell into the devil's trap of
always trying to elevate and adulate men of God —
which has tragically left the church world strewn with

the failures and fallout of “pedestal preachers" and
“pu ed up pulpiteers" who made shipwreck at least
partly because they were elevated by and in the eyes of
mere mortal man to almost the same status as Christ by
well meaning but wrong thinking parishioners!
"While he was still speaking, behold, a bright cloud
overshadowed them; and suddenly a voice came out of
the cloud, saying, “THIS IS MY BELOVED SON, in
whom I am well pleased. HEAR HIM.’” Matthew 17:5
And therein lies the SINGLE GREATEST KEY to victory
in every area of our lives — which is also why it is the
fundamental stratagem of every demon spirit of hell to
attack the Word of God — to deter people from hearing
the voice of God which is rst, foremost and utmost
found in His Infallible Eternal Written Word — and
nothing can ever replace it, substitute for it or be given
equal status to it — not Moses and all the religious laws
of either his day or of our day — nor Elijah and the
prophets of old nor any of the many wanna-be prophets
of today including even the ones who are at least
occasionally the more accurate!
So if you truly want to overcome
these demons and devils of old —
then know this one eternal, never
changing, never wrong, never
failing truth — the WORD OF GOD
IS THE VOICE OF GOD — the
VOICE OF THE BELOVED SON —
and we must HEAR HIM!

But now the Redeemer had come exactly as all the
prophets had foretold and God was getting ready to
restore — and all the demons of hell and every lthy
spirit of Nephilim Seed must have trembled as those
anointed words of heaven thundered into the spirit
realm — shaking their usurped authority and their little
gnarled grasp on the stolen kingdom to its very core!

THE UNDERGROUND RIVER
MT HERMON TO JERUSALEM
Now while still on this three-fold topic of the original
Garden, Mountain and River — let's take one more
quick look at the signi cance of the river — not so much
from the natural dimension this time but rather from the
spiritual.
And keep in mind that there is a common principle in
hermeneutics which is the study, interpretation and
revelation of the Word — which principle of exegesis is
simply stated as "First the
NATURAL — then the SPIRITUAL"
— as clearly extrapolated from the
inspired words of the apostle Paul.
"Howbeit that was not rst which is
spiritual, but that which is
NATURAL; and afterward that
which is SPIRITUAL." 1 Corinthians
15:46

As such it is little wonder that
“...when the disciples heard it, they
fell on their faces and were greatly
afraid...and when they had lifted up
their eyes, they saw no one but
JESUS ONLY.” Matthew 17:6-7

So if the rst Garden in scripture
was natural and the second is
spiritual — and the rst river was
also natural then one would expect
the second river to follow suit and
be spiritual as well.

This was the second of two backto-back mighty unveilings — rst
the revelation to the ear-gate with
the divinely inspired and spoken
declaration by Peter of who Jesus
really was — "THE CHRIST — THE
SON OF THE LIVING GOD."

Or perhaps one could better
introduce this point in the following
manner — if the primary meaning
of the Garden of EDEN was a
Banias Jordan Source
NATURAL "Earthly Paradise” —
and without detracting from the
Original River of Eden
fact that "God is a Spirit" John 4:24
or the fact that He is omnipresent
And then only days later at the top
of the same mountain came the revelation to the eye- (Psalm 139:7-12) — if a Spiritual Paradise can be
gate of Christ's inner circle — as Jesus was trans gured conceptualized as the spot "where the presence of God
before them in brilliant radiance with His face shining dwells” — and God said, “I will dwell among the
like the sun and His clothes white as light — and this children of Israel and I will be their God" Exodus 29:45
time it was not the voice of man speaking spiritual truth — then it gives us even more assurance that NATURAL
but the Voice of the Father Himself — "This is MY EDEN could never have been in Iraq or Mesopotamia —
because according to the Bible the SPIRITUAL EDEN
BELOVED SON!"
and Eternal Garden is certainly not going to be down
And once again this happened where — on MOUNT there.
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HERMON — at the very location where the 200 Grigori
had fallen and caused such hellish havoc amongst
God's Creation.

In fact, virtually all of God's principle dealings with man
were centred around “NATURAL ISRAEL” — from the
natural Garden to the natural Promised Land to the

natural city of Jerusalem and the Temple Mount to
Calvary’s Hill — all of which were natural places and all
of which were in Israel — and then on to the New
Jerusalem — whether that celestial city will be natural,
spiritual or both — and ultimately on to the Millennial
Reign of Christ on earth and our coming spiritual Eternal
Paradise!
Now if you are still not convinced of the direct
correlation between the Garden of Eden and Israel —
listen to these powerful words of the prophet Isaiah as
he foretells how God is going to restore the land of
Israel to its former glory and to make it BLOOM AGAIN
LIKE THE GARDEN OF EDEN — like the same
spectacular Garden of Paradise I believe He originally
created it to be.
The Old Testament Seer addresses these statements to
those who were “following
after righteousness" and
“seeking the Lord" as he
says — “Look to Abraham
your father, And to Sarah
who bore you; For I called
him alone, And blessed him
and increased him. For the
Lord will COMFORT ZION,
He will comfort all her waste
And The
places.” Isaiah 51:2

After all, God does not su er from schizophrenia,
Alzheimers or a frail faulty failing memory — He may
choose to forget our sins — as He said in His Word, “…
their sins and iniquities, I will REMEMBER NO MORE"
Hebrews 10:17 — but He would never forget where He
started creation or where He tenderly shaped and
breathed His very own life and spirit into the First Adam
— and He would surely return to the exact same
location to restore.
Now liken that remarkable truth to the absolute
biological marvel of the ve main species of Paci c
salmon — part of God's amazing creation — hatched
way up the remote rivers, creeks and streams of the
northern Paci c coastland — who then spend three to
four years or in some cases even ve to six years
swimming thousands of miles away in the ocean — but
when it comes time to spawn and lay down their life to
bring forth the next generation
they return to the exact same
river, stream or little shallow
brook way out in the
wilderness in the exact spot
where they were born to lay
their eggs and die — guided by
nothing more than the divinely
engrafted GPS — Global
Positioning System — placed
within them by the Creator.
Desert

Shall Blossom Like The Rose

Now here it comes — the
Word of the Lord which rmly
ties the Garden of Eden to the land of Israel as God
promises full and total redemption and restoration of
what I believe applies to both the land and the people.

“He will make her wilderness LIKE EDEN, And her
desert LIKE THE GARDEN OF THE LORD” — literally to
make it like — or to make it once again the exact same
as it originally was — the Garden of Eden — “and Joy
and Gladness will be found in it, Thanksgiving and the
voice of melody.” Isaiah 51:2
So what is God really saying here — as we know EDEN
was the Paradisiacal setting He carefully crafted for the
most cherished of all His creation which was mankind
— and when we begin to grasp the heart of God and
His intense desire to “RESTORE ALL THINGS" to their
original state — as the Word declares in Acts 3:21 — it
is not di cult to believe that restoration would even
include His original Garden Paradise.
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And here is another intriguing thought that is very
di cult to dismiss — does it not make sense that if
Israel was the place that Christ — the "SECOND
ADAM” — came to reveal Himself and to redeem what
had been lost in the Garden — it would just as surely be
in the exact same setting or place where the "FIRST
ADAM" had been created and where that rst Adam
failed to keep his God-given standing and dominion.

And would not God Himself
come back to the exact same
river or holy stream in the
beautiful Garden which He created to lay down His own
precious life to redeem and to birth a spiritual generation
of blood bought believers He could call His very own
sons and daughters!
So let me give just one more much cherished passage
of scripture which reveals both God’s heart to restore
the natural land of Israel to its former Garden Glory —
and a wonderful spiritual promise to restore, nurture and
abundantly bless the lives of all believers still to this day.
"The wilderness and the wasteland shall be glad for
them, And the desert shall rejoice and BLOSSOM AS
THE ROSE.” Isaiah 35:1
Suddenly this verse is no longer just about God taking a
barren expanse of desert wilderness and causing it to
break forth into bloom — scripture makes it clear —
God is in the process of restoring ZION — and to make
it again like EDEN — like the GARDEN OF GOD.
This is true restoration — rebirth, rejuvenation and return
to the way God made Zion and intended it to be, a
beautiful garden paradise which — despite having
su ered the catastrophic impact of the rebellion of
Lucifer, the ensuing curse and mankind's original sin
followed by a spiritual invasion of lustful rebel angels
that resulted in a mess of demonic o spring — would
still bloom back into its original design and beauty.

And God would not be making Israel into some kind of
afterthought copy or secondhand imitation of what He
supposedly made and then completely forgot about way
down in Iraq as some people seem to think — not at all
— He is restoring Israel to its former glory as it was
when He rst created it as the Garden of the Lord!
But as every horticulturist and every botanist knows, it
takes WATER TO MAKE THE DESERT BLOOM and an
abundance of moisture to hydrate a lush garden — and
the same is true whether it is a natural or a spiritual
Garden — which means it needs a
river — a natural river for the
natural Garden — and a spiritual
river for the Spiritual Garden!
And as our spiritual principle
dictates — rst came the natural
river which hydrated the Garden
of Eden long before the rst drop
of rain ever fell — which river as
we've seen
owed from
underground — most assuredly
from the BANIAS SPRING —
from the base of Mount Hermon
which readily meets the biblical
description of the river as well as
the geological model — as it
literally burst out from under the
threshold of the "SACRED
MOUNTAIN” from where it would
have owed all the way down
through the very centre of Israel
watering the original natural
Garden of God before beginning
to split off into its four biblical
mentioned river heads.
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One of the rst rivers that jumps to mind is the healing
river of Ezekiel 47 — which certainly depicts a river of
Holy Ghost life and power — and yet it ties directly into
the main theme of the location of God's original natural
river in the Garden as the ninth and tenth verses state
that once this river of life and power heals the land
fi

river of restoration!
Now let's see how the prophet
Ezekiel brings this river from its
natural dimension into the spirit
realm.

River of Water of Life
From the Throne of God

So let's quickly wrap this river discourse up with a few
much loved and much preached verses about rivers as
we now turn to the spiritual dimension of the River of
God in keeping with our principle of biblical
understanding — rst the natural — then the spiritual.

fl

The precisely stated names of these two ancient cities
on the western side of the Dead Sea tells us this river is
meant to be seen as both natural and spiritual — and its
identity is readily made known as the Jordan River
which as we've seen is part of the Great Rift Valley and
whose natural source gushes forth from deep
underground in the sacred Hermon Mountain — seen
here owing and ourishing again as God's holy healing

“Then he brought me back to the
door of the temple; and there was
WATER FLOWING FROM UNDER
THE THRESHOLD of the temple
toward the east, for the front of
the temple faced east; the water
was owing from under the right
side of the temple, south of the
altar.” Ezekiel 47:1

But that is only the natural side of the river and its
mountain source — what about the spiritual dimension
— and is it possible that the vast majority of Christians,
scholars and preachers have either seriously
downplayed or completely ignored the spiritual
signi cance of this ancient lofty centre of intense
spiritual activity called MOUNT HERMON which was not
only the source of God's natural river — but also a vivid
depiction of His spiritual river owing out from beneath
the threshold of God's holy mountain and temple.

fi

"...there will be a very great multitude of sh" and
“... shermen will stand by it from En Gedi to En Eglaim.”

And as they entered in and
measured the water — rst it was
water to the ankles — then water
to the knees — then to the waist
— and nally it became waters to
swim in and “...a river that could
not be crossed over." Ezekiel 47:6

And here is the best part as "...it
shall be that every living thing that
moves, WHEREVER THE RIVER GOES, WILL LIVE."
Ezekiel 47:9
Such a powerful word and yet that was still Old
Testament and pre-Calvary — long before the Cross and
the Resurrection — but in this next passage the same
mighty spiritual river is ready to erupt in the New
Testament.
In fact it is Jesus Himself who gives this impassioned
cry as He nears the end of His earthly ministry — fully
knowing how much His children would need an
over owing infusion of this mighty spiritual torrent not
only to live a victorious life but even more so to combat
and overcome the powers of darkness and the demon
spirits of departed Nephilim who were and still are in the
land — and this river is only spiritual.
"On the last day, that great day of the feast, Jesus stood
and cried out, saying, “If anyone thirsts, let him come to
Me and drink. He who believes in Me, as the Scripture
has said, out of his heart will ow RIVERS OF LIVING

Of course Jesus was talking about the mighty baptism in
the Holy Ghost — when He would ll His followers with
His Spirit — or metaphorically speaking — put the River
of God inside them and harness its power so it could
ow out to hurting humanity and bring healing,
wholeness and restoration to a lost and dying world.
The Old Testament prophet Joel prophesied about this
river which would break out especially in the last days
with ever-increasing dimensions of power, miracles,
revelation and blessing to bring people to the saving
knowledge of God.
‘And it shall come to pass in the
last days, says God, That I will
pour out of My Spirit on all
esh...your sons and your
daughters shall prophesy…your
old men shall dream
dreams...your young men shall
see visions…and I will show
WONDERS in heaven...and
SIGNS in the earth…And it shall
come to pass that whoever calls
on the name of the Lord shall be
saved." Joel 2:28-32

The river of the Holy Ghost had always been there —
owing underground from its holy source — popping
above ground every once in a while in the Old
Testament with a powerful display of God's majesty,
might and miracles — but now it had burst forth above
ground — owing freely in the earth — and the demons,
the departed spirits of all those Nephilim who were the
result of what took place on Mount Hermon were taking
a trouncing — and wherever and whenever the river of
the Holy Ghost owed — the demons shrieked and
came out — and the river healed the sick, delivered the
oppressed and set the captives free!
Thus we see the River that watered the Garden is
symbolic of both the natural and the spiritual — and
whether it was the natural or the spiritual it always
owed out from God's Heart and
God's Headquarters — and so
shall it forever be with the river
that is eternal.

"And he showed me a pure RIVER
OF WATER OF LIFE, clear as
crystal, proceeding from the
THRONE OF GOD and of the
Lamb. In the middle of its street,
and on either side of the river, was
the TREE OF LIFE, which bore
twelve fruits…The leaves of the
Power From On High
tree were for the HEALING OF
THE NATIONS. And there shall
be NO MORE CURSE, but the throne of God and of the
That's why Jesus told His disciples to wait or “...tarry in Lamb shall be in it, and His servants shall serve Him.”
Jerusalem UNTIL YOU BE ENDUED WITH POWER Revelation 22:1-3
FROM ON HIGH." Luke 24:49
And it is why He told them they would RECEIVE POWER
— “Dunamis” — mighty miracle working wonderful
explosive spiritual dynamite power — enough to blow
the gates of hell to smithereens — “when the HOLY
GHOST has come upon you and you shall be WITNESSES
to Me in Jerusalem, and in all Judea and Samaria, and to
the uttermost ENDS OF THE EARTH." Acts 1:8
And where did Jesus announce this dynamic event —
and where did it shortly happen — in Israel — right
where everything started and right where everything was
lost — and once that mighty spiritual river burst forth it
would ow from Jerusalem out to the entire world.
Then suddenly like the bursting forth of a pent-up dam
the Spirit came sweeping down — “…like a mighty
rushing wind" of Holy Ghost re and power upon the
hungry waiting disciples in the Upper Room. Acts 2:1-4
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Pentecost had come — the Spirit was poured out — the
disciples were empowered from on High — and the
demon spirits of the Nephilim of old must have watched
in abject horror for — “...had they known they would not
have cruci ed the Lord of Glory.” 1 Corinthians 2:8
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WATER. But this He spoke concerning the Spirit, whom
those believing in Him would receive; for the Holy Spirit
was not yet given, because Jesus was not yet glori ed.”
John 7:37

What a picture — especially when we remember the
natural river that watered the Garden is symbolic of the
spiritual river that waters our lives — natural Israel is
symbolic of spiritual Israel — our Promised Land — and
natural Jerusalem is symbolic of spiritual Jerusalem —
the eternal city — our future home — which the Bible
tells us that as born again believers in Christ we are
already citizens and registered residents thereof in the
spirit realm.
“But you have come to MOUNT ZION and to the city of
the living God, THE HEAVENLY JERUSALEM, to an
innumerable company of angels, to the general
assembly and church of the rstborn who are registered
in heaven.” Hebrews 12:22-23
So as God opens our eyes to the spiritual dimensions of
the River, the Garden and the Mountain — we realize it
was perhaps not by chance that He likened the richness
of His PRECIOUS ANOINTING to the DEW OF MOUNT
HERMON from where His river of life and blessing
originally and naturally owed.
"Behold, how good and how pleasant it is for brethren
to dwell together in UNITY! It is like the PRECIOUS OIL

upon the head, running down on the beard…of Aaron,
running down on the edge of his garments. It is like the
DEW OF HERMON, descending upon the MOUNTAINS
OF ZION; For there the Lord commanded the blessing —
LIFE FOREVERMORE." Psalm 133:1-3
The refreshing Dew — the precious Anointing Oil — the
Blessing — Life forevermore — all precious elements of
the Spirit of God and all of which seem to be at least
somewhat intrinsically entwined with Mount Hermon
So what are we missing — or to make the question more
all encompassing, what has the vast majority of
Christendom missed as there seems to be something
very powerful about God's connection and dealings with
this mountain — in fact it may even hold some vital keys
to better understand God's plan for man and our battle
with the powers of darkness — so let's see if we can
discover a little more about Mount Hermon.

MOUNT HERMON — THE KEY
TO UNLOCKING THE MYSTERY
As I have been writing these articles I have had numbers
of people comment on how impressed they were by the
tremendous amount of revelation God has been giving
me on this topic — as every one of them said they have
read and researched extensively about Nephilim for
many years and yet had never
heard such amazing detail nor
have they previously had so
many of their long time
troublesome questions on the
subject answered so clearly
and so in line with scripture.

spiritual warriors for the nal battle and the “Last Great
Revival and Ingathering of Souls” — BEFORE HE
RETURNS!
As such, I could see there was much more to Mt
Hermon than most people have ever dreamed — but I
still wondered where God would lead this part of the
study as I kept digging — and then it was like I got hit
with a jackpot of revelation as I began to truly fathom
the central role and position this mountain has played in
the spirit world right from the very beginning — and the
magnitude of the spiritual battle this domain which is
home to humanity has actually been in since day one!
And I also realized I had basically discovered everything
thus far to do with this enigma of a subject in reverse —
for had I known what I now know it would have been
much easier — but what a wonderful process of
progressive revelation I would have missed out on — as
I started writing this series with nothing more than a
simple notion, a couple of obscure scriptures about
giants, a couple of references from the book of Enoch
and a bit of geology and archaeology — until this latest
article put me on a fresh journey of trying to nd Eden
and the birthplace of both mankind and these devilish
Nephilim.
And now we are about to plunge full depth into the truly
spiritual elements of this mountain including the
Anunnaki, the Nephilim, the Fallen Angels, the origins of
BAAL worship and devil sacri ce and most importantly
— the revelation of Jesus
Christ who came to not only
save and redeem us — but to
give the devil and all his lthy
o spring a thrashing such as
has never been!
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But just before we dive into
this next part of the study —
So you can imagine their
let’s quickly review what we
absolute shock when I told
have learned thus far about
them I have never read so
Mount
Hermon
Mount Hermon — basically
much as a single book on this
that it is the spot where the
subject — and that all my
200
Watcher angels came
recent research and writing has
down
—
it
is
the
source
of
the Jordan River — it’s
simply been done by the leading of the Spirit of God and
underground
springs
would
have
surely been the source
through the process of receiving divine revelation upon
of
the
original
River
of
God
that
owed through the
revelation coupled with multiplied hundreds upon
Garden
of
Eden
—
and
it
was
the
principle place of
hundreds of hours of study, deep contemplation and
pagan
practice
where
Jesus
brought
His disciples to
both mental and spiritual deduction derived from a
reveal
Himself
as
the
true
Son
of
the
Living
God and to
thousand di erent research sources to come to each
announce
to
all
the
forces
of
hell
that
their
time
was up
conclusion along the way.
and He was about to take them down big time.
And so it has been again with the writing of this fourth
article on Nephilim — and as God kept stirring my heart So let’s turn to a myriad more scriptures, encyclopedic
the last few weeks to dig deeper into this complex issue searches, Jewish history, Israeli orientation articles and
of “MOUNT HERMON” I suddenly realized I had truly ancient archaeology, as well as numerous little tidbits
stumbled upon something major in the spirit realm — or plucked from a variety of Christian archaeologists and
more accurately — it would appear that God has been researchers plus plenty of other sources — which
increasingly opening my eyes to some critical elements understandably resulted in a lot of the material
of spiritual warfare that He wants His Church to know — repeatedly overlapping — but boiled down here to the
following succinctly stated key points of importance —
especially in this end time hour as He is preparing His
all of which will be overlaid and intertwined with more

marvellous revelations as the Lord quickened one
spiritual truth after another to my spirit — which is what
serves to add that exciting and much needed spiritual
dimension to our understanding of this sacred mountain.
So let’s start with Mount Hermon being one of the oldest
or most likely the OLDEST PLACE OF PAGAN WORSHIP
IN THE WORLD — for as I kept reading articles about
this sacred mountain almost all of them stated it boasted
OVER 30 ANCIENT PAGAN TEMPLES scattered up and
down its slopes — which
caused me to suddenly
wonder if there was any
other mountain in the world
that had so many ancient
temple sites.

ancient temples in the Hermon region as well as several
other megalithic structures scattered throughout this
mid-Eastern part of the world are said to be built in
such a way that they point towards this lofty revered
summit known as the “SACRED ENCLOSURE” which
mountain peak can be clearly seen for over 100
kilometres (65 miles).
It was in 1869 that Sir Charles Warren who was one of
the rst British archaeologists to do major research in
the Promised Land and
especially of the Mount
Hermon
area
—
discovered the ancient
temple atop the summit
and he removed one of its
two limestone steles
(hewn stone-chiseled
description slabs) — then
broke it into two pieces
and carried it down the
mountain and took it
home to the British
Museum, where it
currently resides.
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A quick search brought me
straight to the UNESCO
page — which lists Mount
H e r m o n a s a “ Wo r l d
Heritage Site” — and
despite the fact there are
many other so-called
sacred mountains
scattered around the world
Ain Harch Temple on Mt Hermon
The inscription on this
it is Mount Hermon that
stele
was translated by
wins the title for having
Iowa
Professor
of
Religion
George
Nickelsburg to read
MORE ANCIENT TEMPLES THAN ANY OTHER
MOUNTAIN — so that query was quickly settled — this — "According to the command of the greatest and Holy
was indeed the most revered mountain since the God, THOSE WHO TAKE AN OATH PROCEED FROM
beginning of time — and in my estimation also the oldest HERE" — meaning that only those who had taken the
or rst place of so much demonic worship and activity — oath were allowed to continue on from that point — but
so naturally my next question was —
the question that immediately came to
WHY!
my mind was who made this mountain
top ruling — and which direction did it
Of course, it does not take long to
actually mean — to go in or to go down.
answer that query when one considers
the BOOK OF ENOCH — but there is
As such there are two ways this stonemuch more to discover about this
chiseled directive can be interpreted —
mountain than just a few verses about
did this inscription serve as a warning
angels coming down in an ancient
that no one could enter into the temple
apocryphal book which many secular
of BAAL-HERMON without taking the
and/or less spiritually open minded
requisite oath as the information sign by
scholars consider controversial or open
the stele in the British Museum has
to dispute — so we will turn once again
perhaps been mistakenly perceived to
to some of the archaeology of the region
imply — or was the warning actually
which the “worldly thinkers” consider
directed towards all the other Watcher
more scienti cally based — which of
angels or “Grigori” of whom there were
course it is as it constitutes tangible vemany who had not sworn or bound
physical-sense evidence of the spiritual
themselves with a curse as ordered by
realities we intend to discuss.
the lead angel of the rebellion —
SEMJAZA — also referred to as
As such — amongst the many ruins
SATANAIL — and consequently were
discovered in this area, researchers even
forbidden to proceed any further down
found the ancient remains of a sacred
the mountain or to enter into the earthly
temple made of hewn blocks of limestone
d o m a i n w h e re t h e o t h e r a n g e l s
Inscription
right on the very summit of Mount
immediately began to conjugate with
Hermon — known as the “Qasr Antar” —
those busty beauties below whose sultry
which is the HIGHEST TEMPLE OF THE ANCIENT sexy sight had obviously perverted their former angelic
WORLD sitting at 9,232 feet above sea level — and the thinking — in other words — NO OATH — NO SEX!
summit is of such importance that all other 30-some

Now think about that for a moment — as almost all the
so-called “SECRET SOCIETIES” around the world
initiate their members with secret rituals and SECRET
SWORN OATHS as an absolute imperative to become a
member — from Free Masons to the Shriners, Skull and
Cross Bones to the Illuminati as well as the Bohemians
in their California groves — and let’s not forget many of
the simpler fraternities such as the Royal Orders of the
Elk, Moose, Lions and many more.
But from my perspective — I don’t care if it’s the Royal
Order of the Frogs, the Flies or the Fleas — no matter
how many benevolent deeds some of these groups
claim to do — no true Christian should ever make an
oath to anyone or anything except the Living God — and
they should certainly not imprecate or bind themselves
with some kind of kooky curse to have kinky sex!
So there’s obviously a lot of bad beginnings for mankind
to be found in these early events on Mount Hermon and
the precedent practices they put into play set the course
in this world for the rapid spread of satanic in uences.
And at least a couple of the
scholars that I have read
tend to agree there is a
profound connection
between the chiseled oath
on the ancient stele from
the mountain top temple of
Hermon with the oath that
was taken by the 200
ANGELS under the
leadership of “SEMJAZA”
— which many rightfully
consider another name for
Lucifer or the devil himself
— all of which 200 angels
took the oath together on Mount Hermon, binding
themselves with a curse in order to participate in the
forbidden folly of taking themselves wives and
copulating with the lascivious ladies as stated in the rst
Book of ENOCH (1 Enoch 6:6) and as clearly indicated in
the Bible in Genesis 6:1-4.
As a result Mt Hermon was said to have become known
thereafter as "THE MOUNTAIN OF OATH" as recorded
by the famous 19th Century French archaeologist,
researcher and professor Charles Simon ClermontGanneau.
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As such it would have been the fallen angels themselves
who would have no doubt initiated the pagan practices
initially centred around Mt Hermon as they taught their
hidden forbidden esoteric occult practices to the people
(1 Enoch 8:1-9) — and the o spring of their illicit
cohabitations which were the Nephilim would have
carried on the rituals and practices which increasingly
degenerated into outright Luciferian style human
sacri ces and devil worship throughout the end of the
pre-Flood era which continued and increased after the
Flood.

MOUNT HERMON AND THE
THE ORIGIN OF BAAL WORSHIP
Whether or not there was BAAL worship “pre- ood” is a
debatable and somewhat moot issue — but there
certainly was BAAL worship beginning almost
immediately after the ood — and as to be expected it
would have come directly through the polluted line of
CANAAN — who through his contaminated wife birthed
the many tribes of the Canaanites including one of the
tribes that was explicitly called Canaanite — even
though all the tribes of Canaan were included in the
general biblical nomenclature and grouping of
Canaanites for they all initially came from the loins of
Canaan and the womb of his tainted wife.
And one would think that virtually all scholars and all
true students of the bible, history and archaeology
would agree that BAAL was the CHIEF GOD OF THE
CANAANITES — as the
evidence is overwhelming.
According to Encyclopedia
Britannica — “BAAL was
designated the universal
‘god of Fertility’ and in that
capacity his title was
Prince Baal, Lord of the
Earth, and the Lord of Rain
and Dew — the two forms
of moisture that were
indispensable for fertile soil
in Canaan.”
Another entry in the Encyclopedia Britannica states,
“These ndings corroborated biblical accounts that the
mountain (HERMON) was considered sacred to the
worshippers of the CANAANITE GOD BAAL” — and
further stated that Hermon can also mean the
“Forbidden Place.”
In the Ugaritic language which came from Mesopotamia
as well as in the Hebrew language of the Israelites —
Baal’s epithet as the storm god was ‘He Who Rides On
The Clouds’ — and in the language of the Phoenicians
who lived up and down the coastal region alongside the
western part of the Lebanon Range he was called
“BAAL SHAMEN — the Lord of the Heavens.”
And in several other biblical commentaries he is also
called “BAAL ZEBUL” which as it was translated into
Hebrew and Greek became “Beelzebul” or
“BEELZEBUB” which literally means “LORD OF THE
FLIES” Mark 3:22 — which is quite the buggy kingdom
of gnats, ies and viruses to rule over — but a name can
say a lot especially when dealing with demons — and
even more so when that name has become synonymous
with the DEVIL himself.

Another derivative of this devilish name is “BAAL
PEOR” which ties Baal worship in with lust, perversion
and gross sexual sins which led to “Israel’s Harlotry” in
Moab as recorded in Numbers 25:1-3 when “…the
people began to commit HARLOTRY with the women of
Moab. They invited the people to the sacri ces of their
gods, and the people ate and bowed down to their
gods. So Israel was joined to BAAL PEOR (willfully
yoked themselves to these demon spirits) and the anger
of the Lord was kindled
against them.”
But why did so much of
this devilish Baal worship
seem to originate and
c e n t re a ro u n d M o u n t
Hermon — as it is an
indisputable fact that Baal
worship has been clearly
connected to the “HIGH
PLACES” as seen in the
Book of Kings and as the
Encyclopedia Britannica
states — “…such ‘High
Places’ in the Bible where
BAAL-HERMON was
worshipped meant more
to the Canaanites — and
the higher it was — the
holier it was.”
So rst and foremost —
this was the high
mountain place where the
rebel angels came down
— and then as the highest
m o u n t a i n i n a l l t h re e
countries of Israel, Lebanon and Syria — Mount
Hermon was the logical and chief spot for all this devil
worship in the “high places.”
This truth is further con rmed by the Jewish travel
information site entitled “Israel Land of Creation” —
which reminds us that Mount Hermon is both Israel’s
“highest” and its “holiest” peak — and they state it is
also where “…the NEPHILIM GIANTS that Moses and
Joshua defeated in the Old Testament lived — and later
where David slew one of their close cousins” and that
“…although hard to fathom the Bible lists over 30 verses
about giants” — and that Moses references Mount
Hermon in relation to his conquest of “OG, the king of
Bashan” who was a giant king over that northern region
stretching up to Mount Hermon on the east side of
Jordan and whose bed was over 13 feet long — as well
as Moses’ defeat of “SIHON” the king of Heshbon who
was also a giant. (Numbers 21:21-35; Deuteronomy
3:1-11)
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And to add yet another layer to the sinister sickness of
BAAL worship — the god or gods called BAAL normally

required the sacri ce of children — often the rst-born
male child — to be o ered to these devil gods by way of
“SACRIFICE BY FIRE.”
It was Jeremiah who no doubt with abhorrent loathing
and revulsion described these ancient human sacri ce
rites as he put the words of God to parchment.
“They set their abominations in the house which is
called by My Name, to de le
it — (right in the Temple of
the Living God) — And they
built the HIGH PLACES OF
BAAL which are in the
Va l l e y o f t h e S o n o f
Hinnom, to cause their
sons and their daughters to
PASS THROUGH THE FIRE
to MOLECH, which I did
not command them, nor
did it come into My mind
that they should do this
abomination, to cause
Judah to sin.” Jeremiah
32:28-29
As a quick side note — I
have read so many socalled seasoned scholars
who have tried to convince
their audience that the
religion and gods of the
Canaanites were the same
as those of the Israelites
who came much later —
but in my view these
questionably brilliant
academics have absolutely no concept of the true and
living God as there is a vast di erence between the God
of the Bible and these false demonic gods of the
pagans — especially the ones who demand human
sacri ce — and whether that be a politically incorrect
statement or not or if it sounds judgmental simply
cannot be helped — for it is still one hundred percent
true.
And let us never never forget this point — all these socalled deities of false religions — no matter how many
secular scholars are unable to discern the di erence —
and no matter how pretty, proper or prim they try to
make them look or sound — they are nothing more than
POWERFUL DEMONS OF HELL MASQUERADING AS
GODS — and we do well to always remember that the
“Thief came not but for to STEAL, TO KILL AND TO
DESTROY.” John 10:10
Thus, in the most basic of terms — BAAL was nothing
more than an ancient imposter “god of all gods” — a
false god and a complete fraud exactly the same as all
other false gods are — but his in uence was very

widespread and the increasingly wicked worship of Baal
which would have surely started right here at Mount
Hermon gradually spread down into Mesopotamia and
over into Egypt — not the reverse as some think.
But regardless of where or how far that demonic
deception spread — BAAL remained the chief deity of
the Canaanites and a constant thorn in the side of Israel
— especially during the times when their leaders
forsook the true faith and led the land and the people
into deception and rebellion against their Maker —
turning the hearts of the Israelites from the Living God
to such wicked deities and devilish practices that they
would even blindly sacri ce their own children to this
demon god of BAAL.
One need only think of such retrograde backslidden
rulers as King Ahab and his wicked witch of a wife
Jezebel — and the “…450 prophets of BAAL and 400
prophets of Asherath who eat at Jezebel’s table” 1 Kings
18:19 — but a little spiritual showdown on Mount
Carmel with a faithful and fearless prophet by the name
of Elijah and “THE GOD WHO ANSWERS BY FIRE”
made short work of that bunch of devil infested snake
charmers — as God will always do what it takes to
prove He is the only true and holy God and to turn the
hearts of the people back to Him for their own good.

But don’t miss the main connection — these principle
“High Places to Baal” in the Bible were built right there
on the anks of MOUNT HERMON — and all the
delusion, debauchery and devilish in uence that
ensnared the people stemmed forth from this sacred
but forbidden place — and there should be little wonder
why — for it appears that Mount Hermon was the
primary abode of many of the Nephilim and their
generations of myriad Demon Spirits.
The Jewish Virtual Library also ties Baal worship into
Mount Hermon, stating — “Like most high mountains,
Mt Hermon was thought to be the residence of a god,
whose name, BAAL-HERMON, also served as the name
of the mountain itself.”
And look who the Bible says lived there — “… ve lords
of the Philistines, and all the Canaanites, and the
Sidonians, and the Hivites that dwelt in Mount Lebanon,
from Mount BAAL-HERMON unto the entering in of
Hamath.” Judges 3:3
And Hamath was at the other northern end of the entire
range of Anti-Lebanon Mountains which stretch for 70
kilometres — 45 miles — north up into Lebanon so
these Canaanites would have covered a vast territory all
around the entire range of
Mount Hermon — and they
all worshipped BAAL —
and sadly their in uence
would occasionally pollute
ISRAEL and turn God’s
people away from
worshipping and serving
the true God and seduce
them into worshipping this
false devil god of BAAL.
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So let us now turn to the
archaeological ruins of the
“HIGH PLACES” at TELL
DAN — an ancient
Canaanite city which is
only a little over 3
kilometres (2 miles) to the
west of Caesarea Philippi
(Banias) and in similar
manner built into the
southern anks of Mount
High Place of Baal Worship
Consider this description
Hermon — as this is the
as many years later
Tell
Dan
—
Mount
Hermon
infamous place recorded in
Joshua was about to
the Bible where three
launch
the great Northern
successive backslidden
Conquest of Canaan when they would capture all the
kings of Israel would build forbidden “High Places” —
land up to Mount Hermon as God had promised — and
idols and altars to demon spirits — so the people could
the enemy king of Hazor futilely rallied all the kings in
make their human sacri ces to the devil god BAAL.
the north and all the enemies of Israel in the region —
“…the Canaanites in the east and in the west, the
You may remember it was the wicked king Jeroboam in
Amorite, the Hittite, the Perizzite, the Jebusite IN THE
the 10th Century BC who built the rst Israeli altar to
MOUNTAINS, and the Hivite BELOW HERMON in the
BAAL in this far northern town of Dan — which 62x62
land of Mizpah” — but all these Canaanite tribes of the
foot stone square housed a raised altar and sacri ce
area with a huge golden calf as its pagan idol — and
north around Hermon fell to the forces of Joshua.
was most likely constructed over a much more ancient
altar of the early devil worshipping Canaanites.
And interestingly, when I explicitly searched for the
meaning of the name “HERMON” — this ancient
It was later enlarged and built bigger and better by King
epicentre of Baal worship and wickedness — a few of
Ahab whose devotion to BAAL along with his wicked
the sites associated with the Names Dictionaries
wife Jezebel is infamously known — and then came
rendered the meaning of the name as the biblical term
Jeroboam II who yet again rebuilt this pagan place of
— “ANATHEMA — Accursed or Devoted to Destruction”
human sacri ce and servitude to satan as Israel
— and no wonder as what had been initially created as
continued to fall deeper and deeper into the depths of
such a beautiful and holy spot had become the centre
idolatry, debauchery and outright devil worship.
of Baal abominations and the habitation of demons.

MOUNT HERMON — GREEKS
ROMANS & THE PIED PIPER
Now let’s move forward in time with the history of Mount
Hermon — long past the descent of the angels on its
lofty heights — past its time of being the stronghold of
Baal worship for the Nephilim and the Canaanites —
past the backslidden kings of Israel who prostituted
themselves to Baal with their ungodly sacri ces — and
on down through the corridor of time to
the conquest of Israel by the Greeks
under the command of Alexander the
Great in about 330 BC — and then on
to the conquest by the Romans under
General Pompey in 64 BC.
And with each successive wave of new
conquerors they were all drawn to what
they considered the “Sacred Mountain”
— Mount Hermon — and no doubt
inspired by the compelling call of
demon spirits to rebuild the ancient
temples which would have all originally
been devoted to the BAALS of old —
but in so doing they syncretized their
own versions of the same religious
pagan gods with the false gods of the
ancients.

But it was the Greeks — or more speci cally the
“Hellenised Sellucids” who built the main pagan temple
of interest at the base of Mount Hermon dedicated to
“PAN” — their GOAT-FOOTED GOD OF VICTORY in
battle — the creator of Panic in the Enemy — the god of
the desolate places, music and goat herds — commonly
seen as a woodland lustful god driven by strong sexual
desires — and the companion of nymphs.
And the place this temple was constructed was none
other than “PANEAS” — which later became known as
“BANIAS” — and then later under the
Roman conquest was changed to
“Caesarea Philippi” — but it was
literally built and named after the
powerful demon Grecian god of “PAN”.
So beware — anytime you see some
so-called “god” with “CLOVEN
HOOVES” you should realize there is
de nitely something wrong with that
character — and when you add in a set
of “goat horns” as PAN is always
depicted with — and especially larger
horns in the Roman adaptations —
well, it should be pretty obvious exactly
who you are following!

The Greek god Pan

A common practice throughout millennia of time but
taken to new heights by the Catholic Church as seen in
the way they mastered “syncretism” over the last 1700
years as a means of making their teachings more readily
acceptable to peoples of many cultures and faiths by
readily incorporating many of the local demonic beliefs,
rituals and practices into what amounted to very
distorted versions of Christianity — a stated fact that
many will no doubt consider to be incredibly insensitive
and politically incorrect in our age of blind acceptance
and willful accommodation — but which can be easily
illustrated all over the world.

But all of this made me wonder if this
demon spirit called PAN tied in with the
“Pied Piper” of childhood lore — and
sure enough he did — listen to this.
The “PIED PIPER” is considered a supreme god
depicted with hooves and horns — and the one who
has provided mankind with the most common or
universally accepted image associated with the
incarnate devil — a HALF HUMAN—HALF GOAT
creature — with human upper body and head while the
rest is goat — which despite being a mythological
depiction can be clearly related to the Nephilim in the
sense of being “half human/half god” and of course —
“driven by strong sexual desires and perversion.”

As a result most of the ruins of ancient
pagan temples on and around Mount
Hermon today are of Roman design
and architectural style — but they were
built on top of the successive layers of
ruins of former temples some of which
no doubt date back to very earliest of
ancient times.

In fact, the sexual perversion
associated with BAAL and PAN worship
was so detestable according to
numerous researchers including Ray
Vander Laan of ‘That The World May
Know Ministries’ whose teachings and
myriad of on-site Israel videos are
heavily promoted by ‘Focus On The
Perversion
Family’ that — “In order to entice the
Even the UNESCO World Heritage Site of gods, goats & people
return of their fertility god, PAN, each
commentary acknowledges this fact
year, the people of Caesarea Philippi
stating — “Although these
engaged
in
horrible
deeds, including prostitution and
archaeological sites and temples may have been BUILT
SEXUAL
INTERACTIONS
BETWEEN HUMANS AND
ON PREVIOUS LAYERS OF ARCHITECTURE, the
GOATS.”
current temples are predominantly considered to be of
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Roman construction and were largely abandoned after
the fourth century A.C. during the Byzantine period.”

And I don’t care how much of a “liberal progressive” you
choose to be — or how much of a free thinker —

but that is de nitely some vile demented activity and the
blatant result of demonic control of both one’s mind and
body.
But this is the power of the infamous god PAN — well
known for playing his pan ute-like pipe as a means of
enchanting, seducing and leading lost children into
some kind of supposed magical mystical world —
literally a labyrinth of deceit and deception — until they
plunge o the catastrophic cli of
no return — and how busy that
“god” or more aptly that same
“devil spirit” of deception still is in
our world today.

The TIMES OF ISRAEL reported a brand new discovery
only some months ago — on October 28 2020 — the
discovery of an ancient church at BANIAS — probably
the rst ever actual church structure built in Israel —
which as per the dates determined for construction
would have been built by the Roman Catholics shortly
after Constantine (313 AD) and Emperor Theodosius
(380 AD) decreed Christianity the o cial state religion of
the Eastern Roman Empire.
“One of the earliest churches in
Israel has been unearthed at the
foot of the breathtaking waterfalls
in the scenic Banias Nature
Reserve in Israel’s north. The rare
circa 400 CE Byzantine church
was built on top of a Roman-era
temple to PAN, the Greek god
from whom the park takes its
name.”

To give just one simple example of
the potential mass deception
powers of demon spirits today
and their Pied Piper in uence —
think of the hundreds of millions of
media-manipulated masses
running out like “LAB RATS" to
And as we have already seen —
get jabbed over and over with a
that Greek church would have not
totally untested, non-FDA
only been built upon the ancient
approved, new type of DNAruins of both Greek and Roman
changing, falsely termed “vaccine"
pagan temples but most likely
Pan
—
Half
Human
Half
Goat
whose producers and promoters
even earlier ancient Canaanite
are raking in billions of dollars
ruins — vividly depicting period
while at the same time they enjoy
after period and era after era of syncretization.
total immunity from lawsuits and have absolutely no
liability for their actions regardless how many people are
The Smithsonian Magazine dated December 3 2020
stricken with potentially deadly blood clots, su er
sheds even more light on this story in an article entitled
intense neurological problems, become paralyzed or
tragically die — which is actually happening at an — “ALTAR to Ancient GREEK GOD PAN Found
Embedded in Wall of Byzantine Church” — which went
horri cally alarming and rapidly increasing rate.
on to state — “Incorporated into a church wall, the
basalt pillar sheds light on the
So why do these spellbound
INTERTWINED NATURE of early
lemmings so desperately want to
Christianity and pagan beliefs.”
take the risk — because some
pompous deluded over-paid
This latest archaeological nd in
stu ed shirt on Fake News like
the area clearly depicts the folly of
CNN and CBC keeps telling them
every day that without it their lives
“Syncretized Religion” — as you
simply cannot build God’s Church
are in grave danger — when it
on the old foundations of false
may yet be fully proven and
religions or the entire structure will
broadly acknowledged that the
be polluted — as the Apostle Paul
exact opposite is the truth.
Syncretism
so clearly stated — “For we are
So make no doubt about it — the
Altar to Pagan Pan in Church
God’s fellow workers…you are
Greek god of PAN — the “Pied
God’s building…and NO OTHER
Piper of Deception” — appears to
FOUNDATION can anyone lay than
be alive and well on planet earth to this day — but by that which is laid, which is Jesus Christ.” 1 Corinthians
God’s grace not for much longer!
3:11
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And it is the Church of Jesus Christ that must rise up
with the Truth — but unfortunately much of the modern
day church has a highly perceptible problem — for
much of it also has become seriously syncretized with
the thinking of the world and the in ltration of demon
spirits — a regrettable reality that is vividly depicted by
some recent archaeological news from none other than
Mount Hermon.

In simple terms — the entire spiritual structure of God’s
Holy Ecclesia must be built solely and completely on
Christ — you simply cannot build on the ruins of other
religions — there is no other foundation — it is Christ
Cruci ed and Christ Risen from the Dead — nothing
less — nothing more!

Even Eusebius of Caesarea (260-340 AD) — the 3rd
Century Bishop and astute scholar considered one of the
most learned Christians of his time who is regarded as
the “Father of Ecclesiastical History” recognized the great
religious importance of Hermon in one of his writings
entitled "Onomasticon" which is one of the rst great
geographical works of Israel wherein he states — “Until
today, the Mount in front of PANIAS and Lebanon is
known as HERMON and it is respected by nations as a
sanctuary.”
And St Jerome (347-420 AD) relates that even in his
lifetime people climbed to the summit to make their
sacri ces to the gods.
So as we have come to
re a l i z e — t h i s w a s t h e
headwaters of the JORDAN
— and most likely the origin
of the river that once watered
the Garden of Eden — but it
had been seriously polluted
— until the deep cavern lled
with water was given the
name PANIAS by the Greeks
of the Macedonian kingdom
because of its likeness to the
grottos of Greece which were
also associated with the
worship of their god PAN.
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And as Wikipedia states in reference to a number of the
Greek inscriptions found on the numerous stele carved
stones which list various gods and deities worshipped in
the regions of Mount Hermon that these were simply —
“Greek names substituted for NATIVE CANAANITE
GODS…on the slopes of Mount Hermon" — in other
words — same devils and same demon spirits — just
different names!
fi

But more than anything Mount Hermon was the o cial
headquarters of BAAL WORSHIP — and little wonder —
as it had been the headquarters of all the GRIGORI —
the fallen WATCHERS — and it would have surely been
the headquarters of the NEPHILIM and the ANUNNAKI
at least for a period of time — and its slopes would
have surely been continually prowled by these GIANTS
of old — and by all appearances it looks like it was the
headquarters for the demon
spirits who preceded from
the Nephilim as well.

Banias Caves & Shrines to Baal

But there is no getting away
from the fact that rst and
foremost this was most likely
the original source of the
Eden river — which just as
surely as the villainous Greek
king Antiochus IV Epiphanes
invaded Jerusalem in 168 BC
and desecrated the Jewish
Holy Temple by erecting a
Banias Altars &
statue of the Greek god Zeus
inside and then literally
horri ed the Jewish population
by sacri cing a disgustingly detested “unclean” pig on
the altar in their most Holy of Holies — so Banias had
been thoroughly desecrated by Lucifer and his
counterfeit crowd of demigods who had turned the
underground source of the River of God’s Pleasure into a
Canaanite sanctuary to BAAL and PAN — a couple of
the devil's most notorious deities of deception.
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MOUNT HERMON
& OUR LORD JESUS CHRIST

So little wonder then that
this was the spot Jesus
chose to make His true
identity and His real mission
known for the very rst time
ever — rst by revealing
that He was indeed THE
CHRIST, THE SON OF THE
LIVING GOD — then by
declaring He would BUILD
HIS CHURCH and the
GATES OF HELL WOULD
NOT PREVAIL AGAINST IT.

And then by telling His
disciples for the rst time in
clear unequivocal language
that He was going to die
and rise from the dead in
three days — which is the
very heart and essence of
the Gospel — not
expressed in any form of
a n a l o g y, t y p o l o g y o r
Temple Floors
cloaked or coded language
as He had so often done at
previous times — but here at
Mount Hermon related in crystal clear speech for the
very rst time since it was planned and predetermined
in the heart of God the Father from time immemorial.
And then He tops those three dynamic earth-shattering
declarative truths o by leading His three closest
disciples up to the top of this very mountain and
trans guring Himself before them.
And get this — all four of these pinnacle points of
Christ’s unveiling of both “His Eternal Person and His
Eternal Purpose” are recorded in a brief 15 consecutive
verses of the Bible — all in the incredibly short period of
time between Matthew 16:16 to Matthew 17:2
In other words — when the time came for Christ to truly
reveal Himself it did not take Him long to do it — and
He did it so supernaturally they would never forget!

In essence — Jesus was personally providing a living,
viable, tangible illustration of one of His most powerful
spiritual warfare principles in the Bible which He had
instructed His followers of only four chapters earlier —
the absolute necessity to BIND THE STRONG MAN!
Here’s how Jesus put it — “If I
CAST OUT DEMONS by the
Spirit of God, surely the
kingdom of God has come
upon you.” Matthew 12:28
And then came one of the most
powerful principles of
deliverance in the entire Word
of God — “How can one enter
a strong man’s house and
plunder his goods, unless he
rst BINDS THE STRONG
MAN? And then he will
PLUNDER HIS HOUSE.”
Matthew 12:29

ill-gained lofty perch — and I am going to totally plunder
and ransack your house — and I am taking back
everything you stole — and that includes every eternal
soul who comes to Me — even if I have to snatch them
out of the re at the last moment of their lives!”
Hallelujah!
So here is one last imperative question to answer on
this topic — is it possible that Mount Hermon was some
kind of original MAJOR PORTAL into the spirit world —
intended only as a place to enter into the presence,
communion and fellowship of the Living God as
evidenced by the fact it was
most likely the natural source of
the River of God that watered
the original Garden — and as
such could have been a type of
special portal or point of
connection to the Spirit of God.
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But many years later that
heavenly portal was breached
as according to Enoch it
Depiction of
became the entry point for the
The Temple of Pan
200 angels who fell in lust and
rebellion — which breach was
further evidenced by the
building of more than 30
ancient pagan temples from its
peak and all around its anks
over the millennia of time which
And then — back at Banias —
would have served as places of
sacri ce and devotion to
comes the mighty decree that
repeatedly attract these
Jesus put into motion for all His
powerful demon spirits who
followers since that very time
were the spiritual remains of
— spoken at Caesarea Philippi
the former departed Nephilim
— right in front of the physical
giants — some of whom would
grotto commonly referred to by
The Grottos of Banias
have been both then and now
the local pagans as the
masquerading as strange gods
“GATES OF HELL” or the
and false deities — and
“Gate to the Underworld” which the people believed especially as the dominant deceiving spirit of PAN and
housed the gods of fertility to whom they were compelled the spirit of BAAL.
to offer such atrocious sacri ces — and I am sure it was
those very same slimy spirits of satan that were foremost But now Jesus had come to redeem all the devil had
in the mind of Christ as He said — “And WHATSOEVER stolen — including the mountain of the Lord and the
you shall BIND ON EARTH shall be BOUND IN original source of the River of the God which had
watered the Garden — as well and in particularly
HEAVEN.” Matthew 16:19
mankind and to fully restore true communion and
Make no doubt about it — this was not just some little worship of the one and only true and holy God.
Sunday afternoon syrupy sermonette to tickle ears —
Thus through the power of the Cross and the Sinless
Jesus was literally giving the devil and his renegade
Sacri ce of Christ Himself — all would be redeemed —
gang of spiritual reprobates “Heavens Of cial Decree” — and while Mount Hermon may still somewhat be a type
the Almighty’s “Divine Eviction Notice” — and the very of portal to the defeated demons — it could also be a
foundations of Mount Hermon along with the entire spirit portal to greater dimensions of the glory of God.
realm must have shook and trembled as those anointed
words of power and authority were spoken by the true Now consider one more example of the immense power
of darkness associated with this place of Caesarea
Lord God of Mount Hermon.
Philippi — and the ability of the enemy to blind the
Which words of Christ could be paraphrased — “Satan human mind — and to snatch divine truth and the
promises of God away from the hearts of God's people
— I have come to bind you and cast you down from your
just as quickly as God reveals them.
fi
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And where did all this marvellous unveiling take place —
right at the base of Mt Hermon — right in front of the
spot where the gaping caves of Baal shrines are still
carved deep into the cli walls — right smack in the
centre of the “DEVIL’S TURF” — and right in the heart of
satan’s stronghold of all strongholds.

As I asked the Lord for a deeper revelation into the
spiritual signi cance of Mount Hermon, I suddenly
realized the events at Banias vividly display a paradox
that has ba ed most scholars, pastors and believers for
eons of time — how can a person have an absolutely
mind-blowing encounter with the Living God — and then
almost immediately thereafter act out, do or say
something that is totally contrary and o ensive to the
heart and will and purposes of God — but Peter provides
us with a prime example.
As we’ve seen — God gave him such a marvellous
revelation from on High — greater than anyone else in all
of Israel at the time — “Thou art the Christ the Son of the
Living God” — and it was only moments later that Jesus
began to teach that He was going to die — and Peter
began to “REBUKE THE LORD” — and Jesus called him
“SATAN”.
What a shocking contrast
and sudden twist of events
— as Peter went from
veritable Super Saint to
moments later being
referred to as the virtual
embodiment or at least
devilishly deceived
mouthpiece of satan
himself.

Keys to the

Here’s the passage — “Jesus…began to show His
disciples that He must go to Jerusalem, and su er many
things from the elders and chief priests and scribes, and
BE KILLED, and be raised the third day. Then Peter took
Him aside and BEGAN TO REBUKE HIM, saying, ‘Far be
it from You, Lord; this shall not happen to You!’”
But Jesus immediately turned and said to Peter — “GET
BEHIND ME SATAN! You are an OFFENSE to Me, for you
are not mindful of the things of God, but the things of
men.” Matthew 16:21-23
The word “o ense” which Jesus used here is the Greek
word “Skandalon” (scandal) which is de ned as “the
movable stick or trigger of a trap like a trap stick that
springs a trap or snare” — something the enemy uses to
entrap us — much as the scripture states — “You are
snared by the words of your mouth; You are taken captive
(trapped) by the words of your mouth.” Proverbs 6:2
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So what was that unseen negative force of darkness that
so quickly turned Peter into a temporary agent of the
devil — we only need remind ourselves where this
happened — at the base of Mount Hermon — right in the
home and habitat of evil spirits — the stronghold of satan
— in the region lled with practicing pagans and goathumping perverts — which clearly indicates how quickly
the devil can twist one’s thinking — especially in the
battle for the mind between good and evil — between
the Spirit of God and the spirit of the devil and the world.

And how we see that battle playing out in our world
today — which should remind us more than anything—
how utterly imperative it is to keep guard over our hearts
and minds — especially when venturing into an area like
Banias where the air was so lled with demons that it
could be said the entire city had given themselves over
to evil and between their human sacri ces to Baal and
sexual dalliances with goats were eagerly and
continually knocking on the very gates of hell.
Nevertheless — the words of Jesus spoken here at
Caesarea Philippi show no sign of fear at all — but rather
a clear and compelling challenge to His church today —
for regardless how thick the demonic presence or how
powerful the forces of evil may appear — Jesus does not
want His followers cowering in fear and hiding from evil
— He wants them to rise up and boldly storm the Gates
of Hell in His Mighty Name — and when we do He will
always be there to bring the victory.
And a church that has
claimed or purported to be
amongst those who will
bravely storm the gates of
hell should never be found
hiding under their beds with
their pillows tugged tight
over their heads scared
Kingdom
spit-less over some
common flu bug that has
been seriously wrecking the name of what some
imbibers would consider a good Mexican beer.
So cast all fear to the side — and determine never to be
ashamed of Christ or the Gospel — and let us rise up
and charge forward in the mighty Name of our Lord — for
He has already given us the Keys to the Kingdom.
And Jesus fully knows that many in this pagan world will
raise their hackles and resist simply because they are
still under the control and power of the evil one — and it
is our job to set them free!
So He challenges us to go forward regardless of the
threats of the enemy — and to BUILD HIS CHURCH
strong and resilient in those very places that are the most
morally decayed and Gospel resistant — exactly the
same as the Early Church believers did with such great
success and miracle power!

WORLD’S OLDEST MEGALITHS
— ISRAEL, LEBANON & TURKEY
Now let’s quickly jump back to a touch more
archaeology to wrap this somewhat lengthy article up —
as we have some keen observations to review — as well
as some highly important dates to compare to further
prove once and for all that civilization did not begin
down in Iraq or Lower Mesopotamia but rather up in the
regions around Israel, Lebanon and Turkey — which if

First we have the ancient city of BAALBEK in southern
Lebanon — which has been archaeologically dated at
upwards of 8500 to 9000 BC — located right in the
centre of the Bekaa Valley — less than 40 miles direct
line from the Lebanese side of Mount Hermon — how
convenient — as these fallen angels and their Nephilim
o spring did not go far before they started building some
of the world’s oldest and most mammoth structures with
the largest stone blocks ever hewn.

And of great importance to understand — the vast
majority of these altars and massive shrines of pagan
sacri ce including the Wheel of the Giants and most of
these other ancient megaliths and temples were all built
in such a way that their altars pointed directly towards
the summit of Mount Hermon — coincidence — I think
not — for these demonically contrived hybrids knew
exactly what and who they were worshipping — and all
these temples and shrines were devoted to Satan their
leader — exactly the same as we see with the fresh
insurgence of Baal Worship going on in the world
today!
And whether one believes in a 6,000 year old earth or
much longer is completely irrelevant to these
archaeological dating methods — as the principle point
is — regardless of scienti c dating system universally
applied — the accepted chronology of these dates
reveal which ancient ruins are older than other ruins —
thus proving which
locations had to be built
rst and the chronological
order in which they
appeared on the earth.

Plus there are at least 25 other megalithic temples right
around the same location as Baalbek — and let’s not
forget — approximately another 30 temples on Mt
Hermon itself — all of which are ancient Nephilimite
s t r u c t u re s u p o n w h i c h
ancient foundations the
Roman
Empire
predominantly rebuilt their
own pagan temples on the
original foundations laid
many thousands of years
ago by the Nephilim and
early Canaanites and
Phoenicians — all built in
worship to their various
gods which were all of the
same demonic origin but
with di erent names of
The Great Ziggurat
false deities.
Then from the Bekaa Valley we jump over to GOLBEKI
TEPI located in Turkey which recently discovered
massive temple ruins have been archaeologically dated
at 7500-8500 BC — which readily constitutes them as
the oldest ritual temple structures in the world — second
only to Baalbek right near the so-called sacred or
forbidden mountain of Hermon.
And the three astrologically-oriented Stonehenge-like
circles located side by side in Golbeki Tepi have recently
been proven to be the very rst ever built of all the
myriad of Stonehenges scattered around the world — all
of which were no doubt built by these behemoth beasts
who apparently possessed both wisdom and prowess far
exceeding any true genetically-unaltered humans of the
day.
From Golbeki Tepi we can simply pop over the short
distance to CARAHUNGE in Armenia — where yet
another huge Stonehenge-like structure has been
recently been discovered and archaeologically date set at
6000 BC — over 8,000 years old.
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And then we jump back to ISRAEL and the GOLAN
HEIGHTS — where as previously expounded upon in a
former article we come to the massive WHEEL OF THE
GIANTS which has been archaeologically determined to
have been built in approximately 5000 BC.
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Garden of Eden was indeed in Israel would made perfect
sense — but to rmly establish this fact we must answer
one more imperative question which is — do the
archaeological dates support the theory.

— Iraq

And of equally great import
— notice that all these
oldest megaliths and
temple structures in the
world are located in the
upper portion of the
FERTILE CRESCENT —
and by their archaeological
dates they are all de nitely
PRE-FLOOD.

Which would place the construction of all of them
during the pre- ood period when the Nephilim greatly
increased and devoured God’s creation — polluting
mankind with their heinous hybrid half-man half-fallen
angelic mis ts — to the point there was no recourse left
for God except to destroy them from the face of the
earth with the Great Flood.
As such it becomes increasingly easy to see how Eden
had to be located near Mount Hermon — most likely
starting just southward of Mount Hermon in what we
know today as Israel — with the river owing out from
underneath the southern edge of the mountain and
then watering the Garden.
Which then makes even greater sense to the
declaration of Enoch that it was MOUNT HERMON
where the fallen angels came down and from where
they started messing with God’s utopia of creation —
as they taught the people the hidden, forbidden and
esoteric knowledge of the eternals — and immediately
started building massive megalithic and astrologically
oriented structures which to this day still completely
ba e the natural understanding of the worldly learned
— all of which was executed in very distinct and close
proximity to the true location of the original Garden of
Eden.

We shall start with the oldest of all — the Anu or White
Temple ziggurat at Uruk located down in present day
Iraq — also known as the GREAT ZIGGURAT — which
original pyramidal structure is broadly considered the
rst and original ziggurat of Mesopotamia which dates
back to the Sumerians around 3800 to 4000 BC — and
the White Temple was built on top of the original
ziggurat about 500 years later circa 3300 to 3500 BCE
— which a little quick math tells us this is thousands of
years later than the Temple of Baal in Baalbek Lebanon
and/or the recently discovered temple ruins of Golbeki
Tepi in Turkey — and at least a thousand years later or
more than the Wheel of the
Giants in Israel.
Numerous encyclopedic
and archaeological
searches further con rm
this commonly accepted
fact of these dates — and
that the most notable of all
architectural remains in
early Mesopotamia are the
temple complexes at Uruk
from the 4th millennium BC
— as the city of UR was
built about 3800 BC.

The ziggurat — much like an ancient Egyptian pyramid,
has four sides and is said to “rise up to the realm of the
gods” — but unlike Egyptian pyramids, the exteriors of
these Ziggurats were not smooth but tiered with steps
to accommodate the work and religious rituals essential
to Ancient Near Eastern cities.
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And there are several of them found scattered around
what is today known as Iraq and Iran — but unlike the
giant cut stones found in the ancient Temple of Baal in
Baalbek Lebanon and to a lesser degree massive stones
in the pyramids of Egypt — these ziggurats were simply
built with multiplied tens of thousands of small clay
bricks — as also evidenced in the city of Aqar Quf,
which is north of Babylon and west of Baghdad — a
fi

huge clay structure that rises 150 feet — weathered
and formless now but it once formed the base for a
great temple in the sky built around 1400 BC.
Now are you ready for this — for when we compare the
dates applied to Golbeki Tepi to the earliest of these
Iraqi and Persian ziggurats numerous sources state
Golbeki Tepi is anywhere from 6,000 to 7,000 years
older than England's Stonehenge — 6,500 to 7,500
years older than the Egyptian pyramids — and about
5,500 to 6,500 years older than the ziggurats —
clearing knocking Lower Mesopotamia out of the
running for the Cradle of Civilization and birthplace of
mankind.

JERICHO ISRAEL
THE OLDEST CITY OF ALL
AND NOW — here is yet more major shocker and
corner stone to the importance of understanding Mount
Hermon and the spread of
the biblical Nephilim — for
Interestingly in numerous
lists of the oldest cities in the
world — Jericho is
categorized as the oldest
and most ancient of all cities
in the world at 9500-9000
BC — between 11,000 to
11,500 years old.
“A small city with a
population of 20,000 people
(today), Jericho, which is
located in the Palestine
Territories of Israel, is believed to be the OLDEST CITY
IN THE WORLD. Indeed, some of the earliest
archeological evidence from the area dates back 11,000
years.”

Jericho — Oldest City in the World

And the famous Ziggurat of Ur was built 2100 BC during
the Third Dynasty of Ur and it was dedicated to the
moon god Nanna — the divine patron of the city — as
all the cities of Mesopotamia were considered to be
owned by a pagan deity — and no doubt they were —
literally owned, operated, governed and enslaved by
deceiving devils and their giant hybrid o spring.
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So now with that background — let’s quickly compare
the archaeological dates of these ancient megaliths in
Israel, Lebanon and Turkey to the dates and ages
attributed to the ancient cities and megaliths in Iraq, Iran
and Lower Mesopotamia — which were once
considered to be the oldest cities and places of worship
ever built in the world — but have now been
scienti cally far overshadowed by the recent discoveries
and dates of cities and religious structures scattered
around Mount Hermon from Israel to Turkey.

In case that comment is not enough to convince you —
here’s another short example of this almost universally
accepted conclusion — quoted this time direct from
none other than Britannica Encyclopedia which states
— “JERICHO, Arabic Arīḥā, town located in the West
Bank. Jericho is one of the earliest continuous
settlements in the world, dating perhaps from about
9000 BCE. Archaeological excavations have
demonstrated Jericho’s lengthy history. The city’s site is
of great archaeological importance; it provides evidence
of the FIRST DEVELOPMENT of permanent
settlements and thus of the first steps toward
civilization.”
So there you have it — Jericho has been scientifically
determined to be the OLDEST CITY IN THE WORLD —
and where is it — right on the mid-eastern side of Israel
— and who were its early inhabitants — giants —
NEPHILIM — the unholy product of forbidden

copulation between fallen lustful angelic beings and
earthly women who the Bible refers to as the daughters
of men.
And what did God have his Covenant children do when
they crossed over into the Land of Canaan — the first
city they conquered was Jericho with all its massive
high fortified walls and all its giant inhabitants which the
very sight of had caused ten of the 12 spies to feel like
“grasshoppers in their sight!”

man — and then Gobleki Tepi in Turkey about 200 miles
northeast of Mt Hermon — all three by far the oldest
cities or places of demonic worship in the world — and
all three centred in very close proximity to Mt Hermon.
And all built thousands of years before any of the
temples and cities began to be built in Lower
Mesopotamia in the regions of modern day Iraq and
Iran.

As clearly seen when the ten spies brought back their
fear- lled report of disbelief — “All the people that we
saw in it are men of a great stature. And there we saw
the GIANTS — NEPHILIM — the sons of Anak, which
come of the GIANTS — NEPHILIM — and we were in
our own sight as GRASSHOPPERS, and so we were in
their sight.” Numbers 13:32-33

Which should readily reveal how utterly incredible it was
that just before Jesus was about to go to the Cross to
redeem fallen mankind and to set us free from the curse
and to break the powers of darkness once and for all —
that He chose Caesarea Phillipi — the Temple of Pan —
the Temple of Banias — the Temple of Baal — aka the
Stronghold of Hell — or virtually the Gates of Hell — to
reveal Himself as THE CHRIST — THE SON OF THE
LIVING GOD!

Which record in Numbers 13 is worded exactly the
same as is stated in Genesis 6 — where God calls
these corrupted creatures of unholy mixture —
NEPHILIM — GIANTS.

And the place where He made that marvellous and
much cherished declaration — “Upon this rock I will
build MY CHURCH — and the GATES OF HELL shall
not prevail against it!”

So make no doubt about it — these hybrid creatures
were indeed the unholy seed and polluted product of
the fallen angels — and regardless of what any senseruled, scripture-denying Bible-twisting theologian may
try to say — the Bible is explicitly clear as to who these
corrupted creatures really were — and the massive
megaliths they built around the world reveal their early
works and devilish worship in this world.

And that War Cry emitted by our Wonderful Saviour at
the base of Mount Hermon is every bit as powerful
today as it was when Jesus first spoke it.

So to quickly sum up these indisputable archaeological
facts — we have Jericho in Israel located a mere 40
miles south of Mt Hermon as the oldest city in the world
— then Baalbek which is on the opposite side of Mount
Hermon about 40 miles north where the massive
Temple of Baal sits upon its ancient foundation of

And the true Church — you and I — true believers in the
Risen Triumphant Christ — have been granted Dunamis
Spirit-filled Empowerment to join in His Already
Victorious Battle with the powers of darkness — for the
primary object of Christ’s coming has never changed.

“FOR THIS PURPOSE the Son of
God was manifested, that He might
DESTROY THE WORKS OF THE
DEVIL!” 1 John 3:8

AND HERE IS ONE MORE SURPRISE — GUESS WHERE I AM RIGHT NOW …

CLIMBING MOUNT HERMON — VISITING THE BAALBEK TEMPLE — DIGGING DEEP WITH ON-SITE
RESEARCH, PHOTOGRAPHY AND VIDEO — LOTS OF INTERESTING STUFF TO COME
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Preaching Christ Triumphant Over the Devil
in the Ain Harcha Temple on Mount Hermon

Two of the Biggest Stones in the World — Temple
of Baal — Baalbek — that’s Len way at the back

ON SITE RESEARCH & EXPLORATION FROM A BIBLICAL PERSPECTIVE

MICHAEL & LEN ENTERING THE ANCIENT TEMPLE OF BAAL
Dear Friend & Partner,
What we are learning on this trip could never be fully gleaned or understood from a simple textbook read — so to
be here on location and to further learn rsthand the beginnings of the Fall is a tremendous blessing.
To see with one’s own eyes the e ects of the Diabolical Seed of Satan — to better understand the rise of devil
worship and malignant spirit of Baal in both the ancient world and the new — and to con rm the biblical records
of the places, practices and paganism of the early world is invaluable — and it will certainly pave the way to
minister even greater healing and deliverance as well as true spiritual freedom to Canada and the masses!
And if you would like to help us see that happen — we need your ardent prayers and generous support for the
Coming Harvest both here in Canada and in the re-opening Nations of the World! So please — sow a
generous SEED to help us gain deeper insight and spiritual keys to the threats to society — and let’s see God
truly break the strongholds in Canada — and the nations of the world — so as the Lord leads you may donate by…
1) Writing a CHECK and sending it to the ministry address below
2) E-TRANSFER & send a text with details to 1-250-300-8082 or to Len@LenLindsdstromGlobal.com
3) Or use CREDIT CARD by simply clicking this secure link: www.lenlindstromglobal.com/give
Thank You and Now be Blessed and KNOW YOU ARE GREATLY LOVED!

Len Linds
32509 Verdon Way, Abbotsford BC
Canada V2T 7Y3

www.lenlindstromglobal.com
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BATTLE

1-250-300-8082
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KNOW YOUR ENEMY
WIN THE SPIRITUAL

World Harvest Outreach Ministries Inc

